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a n c i e n t c i v i l i z at i o n s

Ancient Civilizations
A civilizAtion is A humAn society with complex organization. Throughout history, people
have created many kinds of civilizations. These usually appeared once people stopped
hunting and gathering wild foods and learned to farm. As a result of farming, more
food was produced so larger populations could be supported. Different classes
developed, overseen by powerful rulers who were called kings. Most civilizations
created organized religions with gods worshiped in temples. Conflicts over
land and religion led to many civilizations going to war with each other.

Flint blade set
in a wooden handle

hunting and gathering ▶
For much of human history, people lived by
hunting wild animals and gathering wild plant
foods—a way of life still followed in parts of
the world such as the African bush. Hunting
and gathering can only support a small
population that often has to keep moving in
pursuit of food. Although hunter-gatherers
are sometimes called primitive, their way of
life demands great skill and knowledge.

Sickle

uSed by an
early farmer to
harveSt wheat

▲ farming

african buShman playS
a muSical bow, called a gorah

Between 10,000 and 8000 bce, people living in
some parts of the world learned to farm. Farming
allowed people to settle in one place, at first in
villages. These grew larger over time until the
first towns emerged.

Mud bricks were
used to build
the temple
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battle Scene from an aSSyrian carving, dating 650 bce
penS

▲ warfare

uSed by an egyptian Scribe

The new way of life allowed societies to amass
wealth and led to competition over land and
resources. From an early date, men went to war
with each other. Many peoples went to war for
religious reasons, fighting on behalf of their gods.
Settled farming peoples were also raided by
foreigners such as nomads from the steppes of
Asia. warfare was a major cause of the collapse
of many ancient civilizations.

▲ writing

Various writing systems were invented to keep
records of business and government. The earliest
are hieroglyphs in Egypt and cuneiform in
Mesopotamia (Iraq). writing was a widely respected
skill, and experts such as Egyptian scribes had high
status. Law codes, religious texts, poetry, and works
of science and history were all written down.
kings ▶

▼ religion

Farming peoples were at the mercy of nature,
and they worried about bad weather, which
could destroy their crops. They worshiped
gods linked with natural forces such as the
Sun and rain, and they asked these gods
to protect them. In the early cities of
Mesopotamia, they built great ziggurat
temples where they worshiped their gods.

Civilizations around the world developed kingship,
with rulers displaying their importance in particular
ways. The kings of many societies wore special
crowns, donned lavish robes, and sat on thrones.
The people they ruled over were expected to bow
before them. In ancient civilizations, kings often
claimed divine status. Egyptian pharaohs, for
example, were worshiped as gods after they died.
egyptian

pharaoh wearing
a royal headdreSS

Ziggurat

temple in ur,
built in about 2100 bce
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Modern reconstruction of the Ishtar Gate,
a ceremonial gateway in Babylon

The magnificent city of Babylon stood
beside the Euphrates River. For many years,
the city was a center of learning, famed for
its astronomers.

10−11 BaBylon

of

sumer

Bronze doorway decorated with a relief
of a war chariot

To the north of Babylon lay the land
of the Assyrians, whose army was the
most feared in the Middle East.
Their empire flourished between
the 10th and 7th centuries bce.

12−13 The assyrian empire

Mosaic of a Sumerian army from Ur, dating
from about 2500 bce

The very first cities, such as Ur and Uruk,
were built by the people of Sumer in
southern Mesopotamia. Sumer later
became known as Babylonia.

8−9 firsT ciTies

the middle eAst, stretching from Anatolia (modern Turkey) in the west to
Persia (modern Iran) in the east, was the birthplace of the world’s earliest
civilizations. In the Fertile Crescent, between Mesopotamia (modern Iraq)
and Egypt, people first learned how to grow crops and domesticate
animals. Farming villages grew into towns, which expanded into cities.
It was here, also, that people developed the use of metals. They mixed
copper and tin to make bronze and later discovered how to use iron to
make tools. The wealth of the cities brought merchants from across the
Mediterranean and Arabia. It was in the Middle East that the earliest
empires were created and some of the first recorded wars took place.

The Middle East

Stone relief showing Darius I, the
Persian king, seated on his throne

of

araBia

Frankincense (far left) and myrrh (left)
were used to make incense

wealthy trading kingdoms developed in
Arabia, thanks to their control of the trade
in incense. The incense was carried north
to Mediterranean lands by camel caravans.

20−21 riches

Warship on a coin from Sidon, one of
the most important Phoenician cities

18−19 The persian empire
Between 550 and 330 bce,
the Middle East, apart from
Arabia, was conquered by
the Persians, who created the
largest empire the world had
ever seen. The empire, which
also stretched into Africa and
Europe, reached its greatest
size under King Darius I
(ruled 522–486 bce).

16−17 The phoenicians
Expert seafarers and navigators, the Phoenicians were
another Canaanite people who grew wealthy through
trade. Phoenician merchants founded settlements across
the coasts of the Mediterranean and exported cedar wood
and purple dye. They sailed as far as Britain to trade for
tin and made the first recorded voyage around Africa.

Egyptian carving of Philistine prisoners of war

Canaan, lying between Mesopotamia and
Egypt, was subject to frequent invasions.
One group who conquered coastal territory
in Canaan was the Philistines in the
12th century bce. Their neighbors to the
east were the Israelites, who created the
first religion based on a single God.

14−15 canaan

the middle east

First Cities of Sumer
;

mesopotAmiA lies between the Tigris and the Euphrates
rivers—an area that now covers much of modern Iraq. It was
the ancient Greeks who named this region Mesopotamia,
meaning “the land between the rivers.” In about 5000 bce, the
farming people of Sumer founded small settlements that
grew into the world’s first cities, each with its own ruler
and god. Since Mesopotamia lacked raw materials,
Sumerian merchants began to travel to distant lands,
trading surplus food and luxury goods for stone,
timber, and metals. By 3100 bce, the Sumerians had
developed cuneiform, one of the world’s first known
writing systems.
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this Map shows the major cities of Sumer (southern
Mesopotamia), including Ur, Uruk, and Nippur.

euphrateS river

the city of ur ▶

▲ the rivers

Every year, the Tigris and the Euphrates
rivers flooded. But this flooding took
place too late in the year to water the
crops that were already growing in the
fields. So the Sumerians worked together
in organized groups, digging canals to
irrigate the land and building reservoirs
to store the floodwater for later use.

The walled cities of Sumer contained
a vast network of mud-brick houses,
temples, and grand palaces. Each city
was dominated by a huge temple
tower called a ziggurat. The Sumerians
worshiped many gods, and each city
had its own patron god. The city of Ur
was home to the Moon god Nanna.

moSaic on a box

▲ kings at war

Sumerian city-states were governed by kings who claimed to rule on behalf of
the local god. There were about a dozen city-states whose kings often went to
war with each other over land and resources. This mosaic from Ur shows a
Sumerian king (middle top row) receiving prisoners captured in battle.

8
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trading ships
set sail from the
harbor at Ur

first cities of sumer
◀ writing

The need to keep records led to the invention of a
writing system called cuneiform. At first, note-takers
called scribes drew simple pictures on clay tablets.
These pictograms developed into wedge-shaped
symbols made by pushing a cut reed into the clay.
There were about 600 signs that stood for sounds,
words, and ideas.

◀ trade

The main Sumerian
crop was barley, which
was used to make bread
and beer. To grind the barley into flour, the
Sumerians used grindstones imported from
the North. Other imported goods included timber
for building, stone for sculpture, and copper and tin to
make bronze. In return, the Sumerians exported barley,
dates, pottery, woolen textiles, and bronze items.

cuneiform

tablet from Sumer Showing
recordS of barley rationS

3200

bce

2400

bce

lapis

head

lazuli

goat rearing to
eat the leaves
from a tree

to walk

did you know?
▸ The Sumerians were the first people to make
wheeled vehicles. The idea probably developed
from the potter’s wheel, which was invented
independently in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and
China. Sumerian wheels were made from
solid blocks of wood, without spokes.

hand

barley

cuneiform SignS developed from
pictogramS (left) to StyliZed SymbolS

treasures of ur ▲
ziggurat of Ur could be
seen from a great distance
over the flat land of Sumer

In 1928, archeologists discovered the tombs of
the royal kings and queens at Ur. These tombs, filled
with treasures, provided evidence of the skill of the
Sumerian craftworkers, of the fabulous wealth of the
royal courts, and of long distance trade. One artifact
found was this statuette of a male goat, made of
gold from Egypt and a blue stone called
lapis lazuli from Afghanistan.

shrine at the top where
the god Nanna was
believed to sleep

base measured
approximately 206 ft
(63 m) by 141 ft (43 m)

one oF three stairways
that led up to the gateway
on the first floor
each corner was
lined up with the
points of the compass
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the middle east

Babylon

"OBUPMJB

the most fAmous mesopotAmiAn city was Babylon, beside the
Euphrates River. Twice in ancient history, the Babylonians ruled
a large empire. Under King Hammurabi, Babylon ruled most of
Mesopotamia (modern Iraq). The later empire of Nebuchadnezzar
included much of the Near East. Babylon, which is thought to mean
“Gate of the Gods,” became an important center of learning and one
of the most beautiful cities of the ancient world. Yet it is best known
from the Bible as the place where the Jews were exiled from their
homeland in the 6th century bce.
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the Map shows the extent of the Babylonian
Empire under Hammurabi (yellow) and under
Nebuchadnezzar (yellow and green).

hammurabi’s laws ▶
In about 1792 bce, Hammurabi inherited
the Babylonian throne from his father.
Babylon was just one of several
city-states in Mesopotamia. In a series
of wars against the other kingdoms,
Hammurabi conquered them all. His
most lasting achievement, however,
was in establishing a set of 282 laws.
These were carved on a stele (stone
pillar) and set up in a public
place for all to see.

part

of the Stele ShowS hammurabi
Standing before ShamaSh,
god of juStice

outer circle
represents the ocean
babylon inside vertical
band that represents
the Euphrates River
◀ learning

Babylon was a great center of
learning. This clay tablet, from about
600 bce, is the oldest surviving map
of the world and shows Babylon in
the center on the Euphrates River.
The Babylonians also studied the
heavens and created an accurate
calendar, and they measured time in
units of 60, the method we still use today.
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babylon

babylonian exile ▶
After the end of Hammurabi’s reign (1750 bce),
his empire broke up, and Babylon went into a
long decline. The city only recovered during
the reigns of King Nabopolassar (626–605 bce)
and his son, Nebuchadnezzar (605–562 bce).
A brilliant military leader, Nebuchadnezzar
defeated Egypt, Tyre, and Judah. In 587 bce,
he destroyed Jerusalem, the holy capital of the
Jews and took the local people into captivity.
The Jews spent fifty years in exile in Babylon.

nebuchadneZZar with captive
jewS, from a 13th-century
german prayerbook

◀ the ishtar gate

Nebuchadnezzar embarked on a program of building
magnificent temples and palaces. In about 575 bce, he
built a gateway in Babylon, covered with blue tiles
and images of dragons and bulls. Dedicated to Ishtar,
the goddess of love, it was used as a starting point for
religious processions. This modern copy of the Ishtar
Gate has been built in Babylon.

did you know?
▸ Babylon is famous for its Hanging Gardens,
one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World.
These gardens were supposedly built on raised
terraces by Nebuchadnezzar, although no trace
of them has ever been found.
syMbol of the
Moon god Sin
winged disk of the
Sun god Shamash
planet venus represents
the goddess Ishtar

◀ the last king

Nabonidus was the last king
of Babylon (ruled 556–539 bce).
He was especially devoted
to Sin, the Moon god. This
angered the priests of Marduk,
the chief Babylonian god. In
order to worship his favorite
god, Nabonidus left Babylon
and lived in a desert oasis at
Taima in Arabia. His reign
ended when King Cyrus of
Persia captured Babylon.

Stele

ShowS naboniduS
with the three SymbolS
that repreSent godS
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the middle east

The Assyrian Empire
"OBUPMJB
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the Ancient kingdom of AssyriA stood beside the Tigris River
in northern Mesopotamia (modern-day Iraq). Between the
10th and 7th centuries bce, the Assyrians were the most feared
military power in the Near East. Their armies conquered an
empire stretching from the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean
Sea. However, at the end of the 7th century bce, their enemies
joined forces to overthrow them. In 612 bce, Nineveh, the last
Assyrian capital, was sacked and destroyed.
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the Map above shows the Assyrian Empire
(orange) at its height in about 650 bce,
together with the royal capitals of Ashur,
Nimrud, Khorsabad, and Nineveh.

assyrian archer
stands by in case
the king needs help

carving

of a human-headed
winged bull from khorSabad

▲ palace life

Assyrian kings claimed that they were chosen by the
gods to rule over their subjects, who were mostly farmers.
At different times, they ruled from capitals at Ashur,
Nimrud, Khorsabad, and Nineveh. Here, they built huge
palaces. Standing guard in the rooms were statues of
human-headed winged lions and bulls, thought to
protect the palace from demons.
lion hunt ▶
The kings showed off their skill and strength by
hunting lions that were captured and brought to royal
hunting grounds in cages. The animals were released
one at a time, and the king shot them with his bow.
Here, the last great Assyrian king, Ashurbanipal (ruled
668 to about 627 bce), is shown killing a lion.

12
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king ashurbanipal
stabs a lion through
the chest

the assyrian empire
◀ war

Assyrians prized warfare, and they decorated their
palaces with scenes of their victories. Many scenes
show battering rams and siege towers on wheels
being used to capture fortified cities. This panel from a
palace door shows a war chariot. Such chariots served
as mobile firing platforms for archers. They were also
used in mass charges to smash into the enemy ranks.

bronZe

door panel
from the palace of
ShalmaneSer iii

Stone

relief from the palace
of king aShurbanipal in nineveh

captives ▶
Peoples who rebelled against Assyrian rule were severely
punished. Thousands were taken away from their homelands
and resettled in various parts of the Assyrian Empire, where
they worked on building projects for Assyrian kings, while
others were hung on poles as a warning to those who
might still rebel. This relief shows the men, women,
and children of Elam, to the east of Mesopotamia,
being led into captivity in 646 bce.

layard and botta
The Assyrian palaces were rediscovered in
the 1840s by Frenchman Paul-Émile Botta
(1802–1870) and Austen Henry Layard
(1817–1894), who was British. while Botta
found the palace at Khorsabad, Layard
discovered the palaces at Nineveh and
Nimrud. They shipped many sculptures to
France and Britain. As a result, the best
places to see Assyrian sculpture today are
museums in Paris and London.
auSten henry layard

paul-Émile botta

religion ▶

lion

The Assyrians worshiped a chief god, Ashur,
whose high priest was the king. There were
also many minor gods, called apkalle, who
were thought to protect the king. These
were shown in art with wings and the heads
of eagles and lions. This eagle-headed god
carries a pinecone, used to provide magical
protection against evil.

hunt relief
from the palace
of nineveh

carving of an eagle-headed
dating 8th century bce

god,
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the middle east

Canaan
Cyprus

Mediterranean
Sea
Megiddo
Beth-shan
Shechem
Ekron
Ashdod
Gaza

Sea of Galilee
Jordan

during the lAte bronze Age, from about 1550 to 1200 bce, the
region between Turkey and Egypt was known as Canaan. It
was a land of city-states ruled by kings. In the 12th century bce,
waves of invaders, known as Sea Peoples, swept across the
eastern Mediterranean. The Canaanite cities were sacked and
one of the Sea Peoples, the Philistines, conquered the coastal
strip. To meet the threat of the Philistines, twelve Canaanite hill
tribes united in about 1020 bce to form the kingdom of Israel.

ISRAEL

S y r i a n
D e s e r t

Jericho
Jerusalem
JUDAH
Dead Sea
Lachish

EGYPT
the Map shows the city-states of Canaan and the
kingdom of Israel (red) at its height under King Solomon.
◀ the hittites

From the 15th century bce, most of Canaan was ruled by Egypt, and Canaanite
kings were forced to pay tribute to the pharaoh. The Egyptians fought for control
of Canaan with the Hittites, a warlike people from Anatolia (modern Turkey).
In the 13th century bce, the Hittite army conquered northern Canaan, but the
Hittite Empire itself collapsed between 1200 and 1185 bce.
carving

Showing hittite godS on the march

canaanite kings ▼
The people of Canaan were farmers and merchants who lived in small rival
city-states such as Megiddo and Lachish. Each city was ruled by a king who
also controlled the surrounding villages and farmland. To protect their land,
Canaanite kings built watchtowers and massive defensive walls made of stone.

ivory

plaQue Showing muSicianS entertaining the king of megiddo

◀ religion

The Canaanites worshiped their gods at open-air shrines, usually on
hilltops. These shrines were known as high places. Here, the priests
sacrificed goats and other animals to gods such as Astarte, the
goddess of love, and to Baal Hammon, the god of weather and crops.
bronZe Statue
of baal dreSSed
aS an egyptian

the philistines ▶
Between 1200 and 1150 bce, the eastern Mediterranean
was attacked by invaders known as the Sea Peoples.
In 1180 bce, the Sea Peoples were defeated by the Egyptians
in a fierce naval battle off the coast of Egypt. After this defeat,
one of the Sea Peoples, known as the Peleset or
Philistines, settled on the coast of Canaan. This
area was later named Palestine after them.

14
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14th-century
▲ the kingdom of israel

manuScript Showing the
founderS of the twelve tribeS of iSrael

The hills of Canaan were home to the Hebrews, or Israelites. They were made
up of twelve tribes and believed they were descended from a common ancestor,
Jacob. Unlike most ancient peoples, they worshiped only one god, Yahweh. when,
in the 11th century bce, the Philistines seized their territory, the Hebrew tribes
united to form the kingdom of Israel under the rule of their first king, Saul.

weStern

wall, jeruSalem

▲ Jerusalem

David, the second Israelite king, was a great military
leader. He drove back the invading Philistines and
conquered the city of Jerusalem from the Jesubites,
another Canaanite people. Here, David’s son,
King Solomon, built a great temple to their god. Nothing
survives of the original temple, but the western wall
of a later building is still a sacred site for Jews.

king solomon

During the 10th century bce, King Solomon
ruled Israel for forty years. He was famous
for his vast wealth and wisdom. He built
his famous temple in the royal capital
of Jerusalem to house the Ark of the
Covenant, the box containing the tablets
on which the Ten Commandments were
written. After Solomon’s death in about
922 bce, Israel split into two kingdoms,
with Israel in the north and Judah
in the south.
egyptian

carving of captured philiStine warriorS

(c) 2011 Dorling Kindersley, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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the middle east

The Phoenicians
the phoeniciAns lived along the coast of modern-day Lebanon
and Syria. They were a trading people who were the greatest
seafarers of the ancient world. They sailed as far as Britain
in search of tin and made the first recorded voyage around
Africa. Their search for wealth led them to set up colonies
across the Mediterranean. The Phoenicians were not only
traders, but also skilled craftworkers who specialized in ivory
carving and metalwork. They also developed an alphabet
system that formed the basis of all western writing systems.
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◀ trading cities
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Phoenicia was made up of several
independent city-states, the most important
of which were Sidon, Tyre, and Byblos. In the
9th century bce, merchants sailed from these
cities and established colonies around the
Mediterranean. In about 814 bce, Phoenicians
from Tyre founded the city of Carthage on the
north coast of Africa. Carthage ruled a powerful
empire between the 6th and 3rd centuries bce.
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The map above shows Phoenicia (orange) and the
areas colonized by the Phoenicians (yellow).

coin

from the city-State
of Sidon, Showing a
phoenician Ship

cedar forests ▶
The hills of Phoenicia were covered
with cedar forests, which supplied the
Phoenicians with long, strong timbers
that were perfect for building.
Both cedar oil and wood were
exported to neighboring
lands such as Egypt and
Mesopotamia. In return,
the Phoenicians bought
raw materials such as
ivory, copper, and tin.
cedar foreStS,
lebanon
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B

the phoenicians

did you know?
▸ The name Phoenician is thought to come
from a Greek word meaning “red.” It may
refer to the Phoenicians’ purple dye or to the
reddish soil of their homeland. Another theory
is that the name comes from an Egyptian word
meaning “woodcutters.”

◀ phoenician alphabet

By 1000 bce, the Phoenicians had developed a
simple alphabet that formed the basis for all
later western writing systems. Unlike Egyptian and
Mesopotamian scripts that had hundreds of signs,
the Phoenician alphabet had just 22 letters that
stood for consonants. The alphabet, spread by
Phoenician traders, was copied by the Greeks, who
later added sounds for vowels.

murex shell
houses the sea snail
▲ purple dye

The Phoenicians were famous for making purple dye,
which they extracted from the mucus of the murex
sea snail. Vast amounts of dye were made in the city
of Tyre, where the snails were collected in large vats
and left to rot, creating a very unpleasant smell.
Phoenician purple cloth became highly sought after
by other peoples such as the Romans, who used it to
make ceremonial robes.

▼ sacrifice

Some people believe that the Phoenicians sacrificed
their children as offerings to the gods. In Carthage,
archeologists discovered a sanctuary called a tophet
containing hundreds of carved stones, many of which
were dedicated to the gods Tanit and Baal. They also
found 6,000 urns holding the bones of very young
children. No one knows if the children had been
sacrificed or if they died naturally.
phoenician

alphabetic Script

carved

headStoneS at
the tophet of carthage
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depictS the winged
god ahura maZda

carving

Persian kings claimed that they were appointed
by their supreme god, Ahura Mazda (meaning
“wise Lord”). He was thought to be the protector
of the king and the Persian Empire and was
provided with an empty chariot drawn by white
horses so that he could accompany Persian
armies into battle. The god was represented in
carvings as a man standing above a winged disk.
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In 490 bce, Darius made a disastrous attempt to
conquer Greece. Ten years later, his son Xerxes
(ruled 485–465 bce) sent his army to Greece.
The Greeks, led by the Spartans and Athenians,
achieved yet another great victory over the Persians.

the persian wars ▶

▸ The Royal Road, built by Darius I, was 1,550 miles
(2,500 km) long and linked Sardis in the west to
the palace at Susa. At regular intervals, there were
111 post stations with fresh horses for official
messengers. Riding in relay, the messengers could
cover the whole distance in a week.

did you know?

Under its fourth ruler, Darius I (522–486 bce), the
Persian Empire reached its greatest extent. Darius
seized power following a civil war and put down
several revolts across the empire. A talented
military leader and gifted ruler, he organized the
empire into satrapies and introduced a new
coinage, the golden daric, named after himself.
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The map above shows the extent of the Persian Empire
(purple) in about 500 bce, together with the capital
cities of Persepolis and Susa.
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In the 6th century bce, Cyrus the Great (ruled 546–530 bce) founded the
Persian Empire. This vast realm spanned three continents, stretching from
Egypt to northwest India. The Persian Empire was divided into twenty provinces
called satrapies, whose governors (satraps) ruled on behalf of the king. Persian
kings received taxes and tribute from all over the empire, and rebellions were
swiftly punished. Yet the Persians respected foreign customs, and each satrapy
was allowed to keep its own laws, language, and religion.
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Work on the palace at Persepolis started
in 515 BCE, during the reign of Darius I.
Xerxes later extended the palace. Persian
kings used the magnificent halls to receive
satraps and foreign ambassadors. With
their vast size and towering columns, the
halls were designed to impress visitors
with the power of the Persian shahanshah
(“king of kings”).

THE PALACE OF PERSEPOLIS

3

The walls were decorated with
beautiful tiled reliefs.
The Hall of a Hundred Columns
was built by Xerxes.

3
4

The 200-ft- (60-m-) square Apadana
hall was built by Darius I.
2 The columns were 65 ft (20 m) high
and topped with carvings of bulls,
lions, and eagles.
1
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ArAbiA is the hottest And driest part of the Middle East. Much of
it is desert and semidesert, where Arabs lived in nomadic tribes.
Some tribes settled in fertile areas near water holes, where they
grew dates, barley, and millet. From about the 6th century bce,
five ancient kingdoms developed in the south and west.
The southern states produced frankincense and myrrh,
carried across the deserts by groups of camels called
caravans. Towns on the trade routes flourished, such as
Petra in the north of Arabia, while in the cities of Mecca
and Medina, a new world religion, Islam, was born
in the 7th century ce.
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On the edges of the desert, Arabs, called bedouin,
lived as nomads, moving from place to place and
sleeping in tents made from goat hair. with their
camels, sheep, and goats, the bedouin traveled to
towns and oases across Arabia, trading their wool
and meat for dates, barley, saddles, and weapons.

bedouin tent made from goat hair

Frankincense
produces a
sweet smell
when burned

incense ▶
One of the most valuable trading products of southern
Arabia was incense, made from the hardened resin of
frankincense and myrrh trees. Myrrh, highly prized
by the Egyptians, was used in embalming (preserving)
the dead. Frankincense was made into perfume and
burned in temple offerings to gods.

Myrrh
was worth its
weight in gold
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shows the major kingdoms of Arabia.

modern

▲ life in the desert

Arabian
Sea

riches of arabia
◀ petra

At the northern end of the Arabian trade route
was Nabataea. Its capital city, Petra, controlled the
overland route for incense between southern Arabia
and the Mediterranean. Petra would not have existed
without trade, for the area has few local resources and
is too dry for farming. Surrounded by cliffs, Petra is
famous for its spectacular rock-cut tombs and
monuments with pillars modeled on Greek temples.

kaaba,

the holy Shrine at mecca

▲ the birth of islam

The early Arabs worshiped many gods, including
the Moon god and his wife, the Sun goddess. In
the 7th century ce, Arab tribes were united by the
Prophet Muhammad, who preached a new religion,
Islam, based on the worship of a single God, Allah.
After Muhammad’s death, and spurred on by their
faith, Arab armies conquered an empire stretching
from Spain to India, creating a new civilization.
rock-cut

tomb of ed-deir, petra

did you know?
lateen (triangular)
sails made of cotton
from India

▸ In the 6th century bce, the people of Ma’rib
built a spectacular dam, 2,000 ft (600 m) long
and 50 ft (15 m) high. The dam trapped the
monsoon rains that fell on nearby mountains.
Water collected by the dam was used to irrigate
the fields and myrrh tree orchards.

◀ on to india

Qur’an from
the 9th century

In the 1st century ce, Arab sailors discovered how
to use the monsoon winds, which blow from the
southwest from June to August, and from the northeast
between November and December. Arab merchants
used these winds to sail to India, where they traded for
spices. Their boats, called dhows, were made of teak
and coconut planks, sewn together with fibers.

ce

▲ the qur’an

Muslims believe that Muhammad
regularly received messages from
Allah through the Angel Gabriel.
Muhammad’s followers wrote
down these messages in a sacred
book called the Qur’an (meaning
“recitation”). This edition of the
Qur’an uses the earliest form of
Arabic script, known as Kufic,
which has straight lines and
sharp angles.

arab

dhow
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Pharaoh Djoser built the first
pyramid, which had stepped sides

Egyptian pharaohs built the world’s
first large stone buildings. Their
pyramid tombs are still the largest
stone buildings on Earth.

26–27 royal TomBs

Powerful kingdoms also appeared south
of the Sahara in Ghana, Benin, and
Great Zimbabwe. Like the North African
kingdoms, the southern peoples drew
their wealth from farming and trade,
especially in gold, ivory, and slaves.

From around 3100 bce, the
Egyptians created the world’s
first state larger than a city. Its
king, called the pharaoh, was
thought to be a living god.

Edo people of Benin
were skilled at making
portrait heads in brass
and bronze

30–31 suB-saharan africa

Model of an Egyptian farmer
using a plow

The North African kingdoms of Meroë,
Axum, and the Garamantes were all
home to farming and trading peoples.
while the Garamantes traded with
the Roman Empire, Meroë and Axum
traded with Egypt, Arabia, and India.

28–29 african Kingdoms

Coin depicting
King Joel of Axum

24–25 egypT

the continent of AfricA includes vast deserts, thick jungle, and open
grasslands. In the northeast, there is also the fertile Nile River valley, where
the farming people of Egypt created one of the world’s first civilizations.
Later, the North African kingdoms of Meroë, Axum, and the Garamantes
grew wealthy through farming and trade. South of the Sahara, people lived
as hunter-gatherers until after 1000 bce, when farming people, who also
made iron tools, spread from their homeland in west Africa. Early evidence
of sub-Saharan ironworking comes from the Nok people, who flourished in
about 500 bce. Later, from the 700s ce, the first states south of the Sahara
appeared, in Ghana, Great Zimbabwe, and Benin.

Africa
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the people of Ancient egypt created one of the world’s earliest
and longest-lasting civilizations. It began in about 6000 bce,
when farming villages spread along the banks of the Nile River.
Eventually, two kingdoms were formed: Upper Egypt in the
south and Lower Egypt in the north. In about 3100 bce, the land
was united when a king of Upper Egypt conquered the north.
He was called the pharaoh and was seen as a living god. The
Egyptians built the first large stone buildings, including massive
pyramid tombs for their pharaohs and temples for their many
gods. They invented a writing system called hieroglyphs, and, as
a river people, they made almost all their journeys by boat. Life
in Egypt continued with few changes for almost 3,000 years.

B

the Map above shows Egypt, a long green strip beside the Nile River,
protected from foreign invaders by the deserts to the east and west.

▼ the nile

Egyptian civilization was only possible thanks to the Nile River, which
flooded every year, leaving behind fertile black silt for farming. Hence,
Egypt came to be called “the gift of the Nile.” Beyond the narrow green
strip of farmland on either side of the river lay barren desert. Unlike the
Mesopotamian rivers, the Nile flooded at the right time of year to plant
crops. The farmers could grow two or even three crops in one season.

model

of a nile Sailing boat from a tomb

▲ boats

wooden sailing boats provided the main transportation
system, bringing stone from the quarries to building sites
and food supplies from the fields to temples and towns.
The prevailing wind in Egypt blows from the north, so
sails were used to travel upriver. Traveling downriver,
people rowed, carried along by the current.

villages still line the
banks of the Nile River

24
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egypt
oxen were used to pull
the wooden plow

tomb

◀ pharaohs

The pharaoh was Egypt’s ruler and chief
priest and spent much of his time performing
religious ceremonies. He was seen as the living
representative of the sky god, Horus, who took
the form of a hawk. Thought to be divine, he was
worshiped as a god after death. The word
pharaoh comes from the Egyptian word
“per-aa,” meaning great house or palace.
statue is carved from
an extremely hard
stone called diorite

model of a farmer plowing

▲ farming

Most Egyptians were peasants who worked in the fields as farmers. Their lives
were governed by the Nile’s cycle. while their fields were flooded from July to
October, they worked on building projects for the pharaoh. After the waters sank
in the fall, they plowed their fields and planted wheat and barley. In the spring,
they harvested the crops.

Sculpture

Showing horuS with hiS wingS
wrapped around pharaoh khafre

◀ writing

carved oval was
called a cartouche—
royal names were
written inside a
cartouche

The Egyptians invented one of the first writing
systems called hieroglyphs. These were picture signs
standing for sounds, words, and ideas. Scribes, with
their skill at writing, organized the harvest and the
great building projects. By controlling the supply of
materials, workers, and food, they made it possible to
build pyramids and temples. Hieroglyphs were carved
on stone or written on sheets of papyrus, a material
made from water reeds.

gods and goddesses ▶
hieroglyphS

Showing
the royal name of
pharaoh rameSeS ii

The Egyptians worshiped many gods who
watched over everything that happened on Earth
and in the afterlife. Gods could take different
forms and might be shown as human or animal,
or a mixture of the two. The Egyptians believed
that the ram god Khnum was a potter who made
the first people out of clay and also shaped every
baby before it was born.
Statue of the
ram god khnum

did you know?
▸ The Nile River, which was so important to the
ancient Egyptians, flows from south to north.
So when they learned about another large river,
the Euphrates, the Egyptians were very
surprised that it flowed the other way and
named it the Upside-down River.

2
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Royal Tombs
the first period of the ancient Egyptian civilization is known as the
Old Kingdom (2649–2134 bce). During this time, the Egyptians built
huge tombs called pyramids for their pharaohs. The largest pyramid
was the Great Pyramid of Giza, built by a pharaoh named Khufu. Later,
during the New Kingdom (1550–1069 bce), pharaohs were buried in secret
underground tombs. Royal tombs were designed to last for eternity and
were made of stone rather than the mud brick of the pharaohs’ palaces.

djoSer’S

thoth,
the god
of wisdom

▲ life after death

The Egyptians saw death as the beginning of a
journey. Before they reached the afterlife, the dead
had to travel through a dark underworld and pass a
series of tests. In the New Kingdom, people were
buried with papyrus scrolls containing prayers and
hymns to help them on their journey to the next
world. This papyrus scene shows a ceremony called
the weighing of the Heart where the dead person is
being judged by the gods.
cobra represented
Lower Egypt

Step pyramid

▲ pyramids

Early pharaohs were buried beneath low
mud-brick tombs called mastabas, which served
as royal palaces in the afterlife. The first pyramid
was created by a pharaoh named Djoser (ruled
2630–2611 bce), who placed six stone mastabas of
decreasing size on top of one another. Djoser’s step
pyramid may have represented a huge stairway,
helping the dead pharaoh’s spirit to climb into the
sky. Some years later, a pharaoh named Sneferu
(ruled 2575–2551 bce) improved Djoser’s design
by building the first smooth-sided pyramids.

khufu

vulture represented
Upper Egypt

canopic

jarS

▲ mummification

Egyptians believed that after death the souls of the
dead had to be reunited with their bodies, which were
preserved in a process called mummification. The dead
person’s liver, stomach, intestines, and lungs were
removed and stored in four containers called canopic
jars, each protected by a different god. The body was
then dried, stuffed, and wrapped with bandages.

◀ secret tombs

tutankhamun’S

death maSk

Pharaohs were buried with fabulous treasures. To
prevent robbery, the kings of the New Kingdom built
their tombs in secret locations to the west of their
capital, Thebes. Despite this, almost all the tombs
were robbed. The only tomb that has been found
intact is that of Tutankhamun (ruled 1336–1327 bce).

2
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This ivory statuette, just 3 in (7 cm) high,
is the only known image of Khufu (ruled
2589–2566 bce), the pharaoh who built the
Great Pyramid of Giza. Khufu was the son
of Sneferu who built the first smooth-sided
pyramids. Khufu was determined to outdo
his father. Not only was his pyramid
bigger than any other, but it also had the
highest burial chamber and the deepest
underground chamber.

THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA
Khufu’s tomb had the most complex
interior layout of any pyramid, with
three chambers and shafts pointing
to the stars.
1 Khufu’s granite burial chamber.
2 The middle chamber may have

held a statue of Khufu.

3 The Grand Gallery led to

Khufu’s chamber.

4 The underground chamber was

left unfinished.
5 One of two boats buried.

6 The tomb belonged to one of

Khufu’s wives.

7 Khufu’s courtiers were buried in

tombs called mastabas.

8 Temple where the dead Khufu was

worshiped as a god.

1

3

2

4

8

5

7

6
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to the west And south of egypt, three other
ancient kingdoms developed in North Africa.
The first was in Nubia, by the Nile. It had been
governed by Egypt but, in the 11th century bce,
its people threw off Egyptian rule and set up
their own kingdom called Kush (or Napata),
and later Meroë. Rulers of Meroë modeled
themselves on Egyptian pharaohs and built
pyramid tombs. To the west of Egypt was the
kingdom of the Garamantes. Its people were warriors who
farmed in the desert using underground water. At the southern
end of the Red Sea was Axum, a rich trading state in what is
now Ethiopia, and one of the first states in the world to adopt
Christianity as its official religion.
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the Map above shows the three ancient kingdoms of the Garamantes, Meroë,
and Axum situated in the northern part of Africa.

kingdom of the garamantes ▶
The kingdom of the Garamantes flourished from about 400 bce to
600 ce. Named after their capital, Garama, the Garamantes were
warriors who used four-horse chariots to raid neighboring tribes to
capture slaves. They traded with the Roman Empire, exchanging wheat,
salt, slaves, and even wild animals for wine, olive oil, and pottery.

▼ farming in the desert

The Garamantes’ greatest achievement was farming in the desert. They
used slaves to dig tunnels under the sand, mining buried water. The water
was then used for growing grapes, figs, sorghum (grain), legumes, barley,
and wheat. Eventually, all the water ran out, and the civilization collapsed.
ruinS

rock

carving of a garamantian warrior on horSeback

of garama
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african kingdoms
red sandstone
was used to build
the pyramids

gold

plaQue Showing a king of meroë
worShiping the egyptian god horuS

▲ kingdom of meroë

Meroë flourished between 400 bce and 350 ce. The
people of Meroë produced iron that was traded as
far as India. They were also the first Africans to
grow and weave cotton, introduced from India.

▲ pyramids at meroë

The art, architecture, and religion of Meroë were all influenced
by its neighbor, Egypt. The kings and nobles of Meroë even
built pyramid tombs. These were very steep and ranged in
height from 33 to 100 ft (10 to 30 m). The royal cemetery at
Meroë was crowded with pyramids. In the 1820s, many of
these pyramids had their tops smashed off by an Italian
explorer, Giuseppe Ferlini, who was looking for treasure.

king joel features
on the front of
the coin

coin from the reign of
king joel (ruled 6th century ce)
▲ the riches of axum

christian cross
is shown on the
back of the coin

After the fall of Meroë, Axum, a kingdom established in the
1st century ce, became the leading east African state, flourishing
until the 10th century ce. Axum’s wealth came from trading ivory
and other goods across the Red Sea. Kings of Axum, who had
converted to Christianity, issued coins with Christian crosses
and royal portraits. Axumite coins have been found in Arabia,
Egypt, and even as far as India.
stelae of axum ▶

did you know?
▸ Although we think of pyramids as Egyptian,
twice as many were built in Nubia. While there
are 90 Egyptian royal pyramids, Nubia has about
180. The Nubians were reviving a long-lost
custom—the last Egyptian royal pyramid was
finished in 1525 bce, 800 years before the first
Nubian one.

The best preserved Axumite remains are
stelae, tall carved stones marking royal
and noble graves. These were up to 100 ft
(30 m) high and were carved to represent tall
buildings with doors, windows, and the ends
of wooden beams. This stela marks the grave
of King Ezana (ruled about 321–360 ce), the
first Axumite ruler to become a Christian.
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Sub-Saharan Africa
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from About 1000 bce, Bantu-speaking peoples of Africa traveled
south and east from their homeland in the grasslands of
modern-day Nigeria. They moved into the tropical
rain forests and the drier open savanna farther
south. The Bantu-speakers were farming
people and expert ironworkers. Over time,
farming and ironworking spread across most
of sub-Saharan Africa, together with the
Bantu language. It was only in the very dry
southwest regions that Africans, speaking other
languages, continued to live as hunter-gatherers.
Later, the first towns and states emerged such as the
trading kingdoms of Ghana and Benin in west Africa,
and Great Zimbabwe in southeast Africa.
this Map shows the areas where the
Bantu speakers settled (green), together
with some of the important cities and
kingdoms that flourished in this region.

◀ ironworking

Africans used iron to make weapons, axes,
and hoes for farming. To do this, they heated
iron-bearing rocks with burning charcoal in a
tall clay furnace, a method still used today.
Using bellows made from animal skin, they
pumped air into the furnace through clay
tubes. The result was a spongy mass that was
then heated and repeatedly beaten to
remove impurities.

▼ farming

The staple African crops in the forests
were tubers, such as yams and cassava.
Another useful crop was the oil palm,
whose fruits were boiled to extract oil
used for cooking and for rubbing on
the skin. In the drier savanna, farmers
grew bulrush millet and sorghum
(grain). Both plants tolerate drought,
dying down in dry weather and growing
again when the rains fall.
modern

clay furnace

nok culture ▶

caSSava

yam

The earliest evidence of
sub-Saharan African ironworking
comes from the Nok culture, which
flourished in what is now central
Nigeria from about 500 bce to 200 ce.
Nok people lived in farming communities.
They made iron tools for farming and produced
pottery sculptures of human figures, often
almost life-size. Many Nok figures resemble
wooden sculptures, suggesting that there
was also a woodcarving tradition.
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nok

pottery
Sculpture of a
human figure

sub-saharan africa

gold of ghana ▶
One of the wealthiest states to
develop south of the Sahara
was the kingdom of Ghana in
west Africa, which flourished
from about the 8th to 13th
centuries ce. Ghana’s main
source of wealth came from
gold. From the 8th century ce,
Arab merchants from the north
coast of Africa crossed the
Sahara on camels to trade for
gold and ivory. In return, they
brought salt, pottery, cowrie
shells, and glass.

benin ▶

gold

ring decorated
with a lion from the
kingdom of ghana

did you know?
▸ Benin metalworkers were experts at making
portrait heads in brass or bronze, using a method
called lost-wax casting. A clay sculpture was
coated in beeswax and then covered in plaster.
When hot metal was poured into the mold, it
melted the wax, filling the space left behind.

From about the 11th century ce,
the city of Benin in west Africa
was the center of a rich trading
kingdom. Its ruler, known as the
Oba, lived in a palace in the heart
of the walled city. The people of
Benin, the Edo, were warriors who
raided neighboring peoples to
capture slaves. Benin itself was
strongly defended with moats and
ramparts made from earth. The last
ruling Oba of Benin was deposed
by the British in 1897.
benin

bronZe head

great zimbabwe ▼
One of the most important trading centers
in southern Africa was the fortress city of
Great Zimbabwe. Huge stone-walled enclosures,
built between the 11th and 15th centuries ce,
formed the center of the city, whose wealth came
from trade in iron, copper, salt, and ivory. The stone
ruins at Great Zimbabwe, shown below, are the
largest ancient structures in sub-Saharan Africa.
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Europe
fArming hAd spreAd from the Middle East to northwest Europe
by 4500 bce. People made huge stone monuments called megaliths.
This Neolithic Age only ended with the arrival of bronze in about
2500 bce. The earliest European Bronze Age civilizations were the
Minoans of Crete and the Mycenaeans of mainland Greece. During
the later Classical Age (500–336 bce), the Greeks created one of the
most influential European civilizations. King Alexander the Great of
Macedon led a vast empire, spreading the Greek way of life into Asia.
His achievement was matched by the Romans, who conquered the
lands around the Mediterranean Sea.

40–41 alexander’s empire
In the 4th century bce, the Greeks were united under King
Alexander the Great of Macedon. Alexander conquered an
empire stretching from Egypt to the borders of India, and
the Greek way of life spread across the Middle East.
Roman mosaic showing Alexander riding into battle

42–43 The rise

and

Etruscan bronze monster called a chimera

44–45 The ciTy

of

rome

By the 1st century ce, Rome was the
largest city on Earth, with a population
of more than 1,200,000 people. The city
was filled with magnificent buildings.

Polished Neolithic stone axe

36–37 minoans

rome

Between the 6th and 1st centuries bce, Rome
grew from being a small city-state in Italy to the
capital of an empire. In early times, the Romans
were influenced by their Etruscan neighbors.

34–35 monumenT Builders
Many megaliths set up by Neolithic
people served as tombs. Others, such
as Stonehenge, were ceremonial sites
linked with the Sun’s annual cycle.

of

mycenaeans

Concrete dome of the
Pantheon, a temple in Rome

The Minoans and Mycenaeans built palaces
decorated with beautiful wall paintings. They
were great traders whose ships sailed the
eastern Mediterranean. The Minoans also
invented the first European writing system.

46–47 The roman empire

Gold death mask worn by a king of Mycenae

Although the Roman Empire was wellorganized and long-lasting, its western half
was eventually conquered by Germanic
invaders such as the Vandals.
Mosaic detail of a Vandal lord

38–39 classical greece
During the Classical Age, the Greeks created
great works of art, including paintings and
sculptures. They lived in rival city-states that
were often at war with each other.
Greeks loved sports such as
the long jump

48–49 The celTic TriBes
Before the Romans conquered most of
western Europe, it was home to Celtic
tribes. Only the Celts of Ireland and
Scotland remained unconquered.

(c) 2011 Dorling Kindersley, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Celts made richly
decorated bronze mirrors

(c) 2011 Dorling Kindersley, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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stone could weigh
as much as 55 tons
(50 metric tons)

▲ stonehenge

carnac ▼

The mysterious stone circle known as Stonehenge was built in
southern Britain between 3100 and 2500 bce. Stonehenge consisted
of a double circle of blue sandstone blocks that were transported
from the Preseli mountains in wales, 240 miles (386 km) away.
Later, larger stones called sarsens, quarried locally, were added to
the monument. These were set up as trilithons—an arrangement
of two upright stones with a horizontal lintel stone on top.

while people in Britain built circular stone monuments,
the megaliths of northwest France were more commonly
set up in rows, or avenues. At Carnac in France, more
than 3,000 standing stones were placed in long parallel
rows. The stones were set up over many generations, and
it is thought that each megalith may have represented an
ancestor whose spirit lived on in the stone.
megalithS of
carnac, france

◀ tool trade

From about 4000 bce, Neolithic people
began to grind and polish their stone
axes to give them smooth surfaces.
To do this, they used sand and water
pastes and finely grained polishing
stones. Polished axes were traded
widely across Europe. Many were
never used as tools, but kept as
ornaments or status symbols.

poliShed

standing stones are
about 20 ft (6 m) high

Stone ax

◀ flint mining

Neolithic people discovered that flint lying in seams deep underground
was better for making tools and weapons than surface flints. They mined
for flint by digging through layers of soft chalk using picks made from deer
antlers. The layer of flint in this Neolithic mine in England is 30 ft (9 m)
below ground. Flint and chalk are both made from the skeletons of ancient
sea creatures which built up on the seabed 100–65 million years ago.

chalk is a soft,
white rock

Flint layer made
from sea sponges
and other creatures

did you know?
▸ The people who created Stonehenge also built a
multiringed wooden circle at Durrington Walls,
just 2 miles (3 km) away. Animal bones found at
the site indicate that huge feasts were held here.
The wooden circle may have represented the
world of the living, while the stone circle
probably stood for the dead ancestors.
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Minoans and Mycenaeans
Black
Sea

Sea of
Marmara

Lemnos

Aegean
S e a Lesbos

G r e e c e
Ionian
Islands

Mycenae
Argos

A n a t o l i a

Euboea
Chios

Thebes

Athens
Tiryns

Peloponnese

Pylos

Thera
(Santorini)

Crete Knossos

Rhodes

Malia

Phaistos

by 2600 bce, Europe’s first advanced civilization
developed on the island of Crete in the eastern
Mediterranean. The Minoans of Crete built
elaborate palaces decorated with beautiful wall
paintings, and they invented their own writing
system. They were great traders who influenced
the Mycenaean people of Greece. The Mycenaeans
copied Minoan art, architecture, fashions, and
writing. The Minoan civilization was at its height
from 2000 bce until about 1450 bce, when all the palaces
except Knossos were destroyed. The Mycenaeans, who may have
destroyed the other palaces, took over Knossos, which they
ruled until about 1100 bce.

Zakros

reconStructed

M e d i t e r r a n e a n

north
entrance of the palace
at knoSSoS

S e a

the Map above shows the sites of the Minoan palaces of Crete (black) and the
fortress palaces of the Mycenaeans (pink) on mainland Greece.

knossos ▶
The largest of the Minoan palaces was Knossos, which covered more than
40,000 square ft (13,000 square m). This vast, richly decorated palace was a
seat of government, a religious center, and an industrial complex with
workshops for potters, weavers, and metalworkers. we do not know if
Knossos was ruled by a king or by priests. when the Minoan civilization
collapsed, Knossos was reoccupied by Mycenaeans.

wall

painting of a harbor Scene

▲ minoan traders

The Minoans were expert sailors who grew wealthy from trade. Their
merchants sailed all over the eastern Mediterranean, exchanging Cretan
products such as pottery for foreign goods, including ivory from Egypt
and copper from Cyprus. This painting from Thera (modern Santorini)
shows a crowd welcoming a returning fleet. The people of Thera may
have been Cretan settlers or local people who copied Minoan fashions.

3
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minoans and mycenaeans

the goddess ▶
Minoans worshiped gods in special rooms in their palaces,
and at outdoor shrines on mountain peaks and in caves.
Here, they left offerings including figurines of richly
dressed women accompanied by animals such as
lions and snakes. These suggest that goddesses
were more important to the Minoans than
male gods. The fact that this figurine,
holding snakes, has a cat sitting on her
head suggests that she is no ordinary
woman, but a goddess.

snakes are sacred in
many cultures and often
linked with rebirth since
they shed their skin

lions stand guard over the
gateway to Mycenae—the oldest
monumental sculpture in Europe
▲ the mycenaeans

The Mycenaean civilization of Greece,
lasting from about 1600 to 1100 bce,
is named after the royal stronghold of
Mycenae. There were several Mycenaean
kingdoms whose warrior kings ruled
over a local population of farmers.
Mycenaeans were much more warlike
than the Minoans, and their citadels
were defended by massive stone walls.
Mycenaean kings ruled from palaces
whose walls were decorated with
scenes of hunting and warfare.

pottery

figurine
from knoSSoS

gold

death maSk of a mycenaean
ruler from about 1550 bce

▲ royal gold

Early Mycenaean kings were buried in tombs called
shaft-graves with vast amounts of gold, jewelery,
and artifacts for the next life. when a king died, a
death mask of beaten gold was placed over his
face. This mask was found in 1876 by the German
archeologist Heinrich Schliemann.
He was convinced it was the death mask of
Agamemnon, a legendary king of Mycenae,
but no one knows who it really belonged to.

sir arthur evans

groups of straight lines represent numbers

mycenaean

linear b Script written on a clay tablet

▲ writing

The Minoans and Mycenaeans kept written records
on clay tablets. The Minoans invented a writing
system known as Linear A, which was made up of
signs and pictures. The Mycenaeans adapted the
Minoans’ writing system and developed their own
script known as Linear B. when experts deciphered
Linear B in 1952, they discovered that it represented
an early form of Greek.

The palace at Knossos was discovered
in 1900 by the British archeologist
Sir Arthur Evans (1851–1941). In the
process, Evans discovered a previously
unknown civilization. He named this
civilization Minoan, after Minos, a
legendary king of Crete.
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hopliteS carrying
round shields
called hopla
detail

from a greek vaSe Showing hopliteS fighting

greek colonies ▶

▲ greeks at war

when faced with a common threat, the city-states
finally united in the 5th century bce. An alliance
of city-states led by Sparta and Athens fought
off two Persian invasions. The main footsoldiers
were the hoplites, who fought in a tight group
called a phalanx, armed with jabbing spears.

when the population of a city-state grew too large,
its citizens often went to set up colonies elsewhere.
In 690 bce, Greeks from Rhodes and Crete sailed to
Sicily in Italy, where they founded the colony of Gela.
By 582 bce, Gela had become overcrowded, and its
people founded another colony farther west at Akragas.

ruinS
plato talking
to Aristotle

of a greek temple at akragaS, Sicily

◀ science and philosophy

The Greeks were pioneers in science and philosophy.
Many sciences are still known by their Greek names,
including physics, astronomy, and mathematics.
Philosophers such as Plato (429–347 bce) and Aristotle
(384–322 bce) studied human behavior and wrote about
the ideal way to govern a state. Aristotle also invented
logic, the science of reasoning.

greek

philoSopherS in athenS painted in
by the italian artiSt raphael

1511

sports ▶
Every city-state had a gymnasium
where Greek men exercised and took
part in sporting activities. The Greeks
also invented sporting festivals such as
the Olympic Games. This was a festival
in honor of Zeus, the king of the gods,
and people from all over the Greek
world assembled to compete in these
games. Events included running,
wrestling, discus throwing,
and the long jump.
detail

from a greek vaSe Showing a long jumper

did you know?
▸ Theater was invented by the Greeks some
2,500 years ago. Plays were originally put on
as part of a festival in honor of Dionysus, the
god of wine. Many modern words related to
the theater are Greek in origin, including actor,
scene, mime, chorus, tragedy, and comedy.
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Alexander’s Empire
in the 4th century bce, the Greeks were united under the rule
of Alexander the Great, the king of Macedon. Alexander was
a talented military leader who inspired great loyalty from
his troops. After conquering Greece, Alexander invaded the
Persian Empire in 334 bce before marching his troops into
Egypt and finally on to India. By the time of his death at the
age of 32, Alexander had conquered the largest empire in the
world. During his long campaign, he founded new Greek-style
cities across the empire, many of them named Alexandria after
himself. The period after Alexander’s death is known as the
Hellenistic Age, when Greek language and culture spread
throughout the empire.
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Alexander’s father, King Philip II, laid the basis for his son’s military success,
creating a powerful, professional Macedonian army. The footsoldiers fought
in units of 256 men, arranged in a phalanx, 16 rows deep. They were armed
with long pikes, called sarissas, which allowed them to spear their enemies
from a safe distance. The Macedonian phalanx, which resembled a bristling
hedgehog, could drive most enemies from the battlefield.
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the Map above shows Alexander’s empire (green)
and his campaign route (shown by yellow arrows).

alexander

riding
hiS favorite horSe,
bucephaluS

◀ king philip of macedon

The Macedonian army was used by King Philip
to dominate the Greek city-states. Planning
to invade the Persian Empire, he forced the
Greek cities to join him in a military alliance.
However, in 336 bce, Philip was murdered
and his 20-year-old son took over as king.

alexander the great ▶

Sculpture

of king philip

Alexander won two great victories over the
Persian king, Darius III, at Issus in 333 bce and
at Gaugamela in 331 bce. On both occasions,
Alexander charged straight for the Persian king,
who fled from the battlefield. Alexander’s armies
went on to conquer the Persian city of Persepolis,
leaving its palaces and temples in ruins.
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alexander’s empire
◀ into india

In 326 bce, Alexander invaded India, where he
defeated an Indian king named Porus. He planned
to conquer India, yet he had no knowledge of the
country’s vast size or climate. Alexander arrived
during the wet season and the constant rain made
conditions difficult for his exhausted army.
Eventually, the troops refused to go on, and
Alexander was forced to turn back.

raised pikes
deflect enemy
missiles
coin

Showing
alexander’S victory
over king poruS

aristotle
From the age of 14, Alexander was taught by
the great philosopher Aristotle (384–322 bce).
He wrote on a wide range of subjects,
including politics, medicine, and nature.
In one book, The History of Animals,
Aristotle described the structure and
behavior of more than 500 animal species.
Alexander came to share his tutor’s
curiosity about the natural world, and
his campaign in Asia was a journey of
exploration as well as conquest.
alexandria ▶
Alexander founded many new Greek-style
cities. The most famous was Alexandria in
Egypt, where his body was taken after his
death. The city was the site of one of the
Seven wonders of the Ancient world—
the Lighthouse of Alexandria.
lighthouse oF

alexandria

stood for more than 1,000 years

hellenism ▶
During the Hellenistic Age, people
throughout western Asia began to
adopt Greek customs and culture. They
worshiped Greek gods, built Greek-style
temples and public buildings, and went to
the gymnasium and theater. During this
period, Greek became an international
language, spoken by educated people
across the Middle East. Shown here are
the ruins of the Temple of Trajan in
Pergamum, which was one of the
Hellenistic cities of Asia.
(c) 2011 Dorling Kindersley, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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in the 6th century bce, Rome was a small city-state in Italy
ruled by kings. By the end of the 1st century bce, it had
conquered the entire Mediterranean world. After the last king
was driven out in 510 bce, Rome became a republic. Led by
an assembly called the Senate, Rome conquered the whole
of Italy and, between 246 and 146 bce, went on to win three
wars against the Carthaginian Empire of North Africa. In the
same period, the Romans became involved in the eastern
Mediterranean, where they took over the Greek states. In the
1st century bce, after a series of civil wars, a general named
Octavian (later known as Augustus) took over the republic
and became Rome’s first emperor.
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the Map above shows the extent of the Roman Empire
(purple) in the early 1st century ce.

◀ etruscan influence

In early times, the Romans were dominated by the Etruscan people of northern
Italy. The Etruscans lived in wealthy city-states that were ruled by kings. Under
their influence, Rome began to grow from a small village into a city. The Etruscans
were skilled artists who created beautiful wall paintings and statues in terra-cotta
and bronze. This bronze statue is of a mythical creature called a chimera.

◀ the republic

After the last king was driven out, Rome became a
republic governed by elected officials called magistrates.
The most important magistrates were two consuls who
were elected annually and acted as joint heads of state.
They ruled with the advice of the Senate, an assembly of
former magistrates, chosen from Rome’s wealthiest and
most powerful families. Shown here is a statue of a
Roman lictor, an official who accompanied the consuls.

roman conquests ▶
After defeating Carthage for the final time in
146 bce, the Romans destroyed the city. The same
year saw the destruction of Corinth, which had led
the Greek resistance to Rome. Both Corinth and
Carthage were burned to the ground and their
people were sold into slavery. The Romans
founded new cities on their ashes.
ruinS

of the temple of apollo, corinth
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the rise of rome

◀ the army

Rome’s success was due to the discipline
of its armies and its ability to win support
from the peoples they conquered. The best
soldiers in the Roman army were the
legionaries. These were heavily armored
footsoldiers who carried long shields and
were armed with javelins and short
stabbing swords for close combat.
Legionaries were Roman citizens who
served as full-time professional soldiers.
Fighting alongside them were noncitizen
soldiers called auxiliaries.

overlapping
steel plates

ties held
the armor
together

right arM raised
in a gesture of
command

legionary’S
uniform

late 18th-century

painting Showing
juliuS caeSar being aSSaSSinated

the first emperor ▶

▲ civil wars

In the 1st century bce, there was a series of bloody
civil wars in which ambitious Roman generals fought
each other for power. The most successful was Julius
Caesar, who made himself ruler of Rome. In 44 bce, a
group of leading senators stabbed Caesar to death,
hoping to save the republic. His assassination only
led to more civil wars.

The final victor of the civil wars was Octavian, Caesar’s
great nephew and heir. After defeating his enemies, he
became Rome’s first emperor, taking the name Augustus,
meaning “the honored one.” Under Augustus, who ruled
from 27 bce to 14 ce, Rome became a monarchy. He made
an outward show of consulting the Senate, but in reality,
Augustus kept total control of the empire.

Statue

of auguStuS

nero
The last member of Augustus’s family to
rule as emperor was Nero (ruled 54–68 ce).
Ruthless and ambitious, Nero arranged the
murders of both his mother and step-brother.
He also shocked Rome’s nobility by appearing
on stage as an actor and singer. After Nero
had dozens of leading Romans executed,
there was a widespread rebellion against
him. Abandoned by everyone, the emperor
killed himself.
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of the bathS
of caracalla

One of the best-preserved temples in Rome is the Pantheon. Completed in about
128 ce, its most spectacular feature is its concrete dome, which has 140 rectangular
recessed squares that were designed to reduce the ceiling’s weight. The Romans
were the first to build using domes.

▲ THE PANTHEoN

ruinS

Public bathhouses were busy social
centers where people could wash,
relax, or take part in sport. Rome
had five great bathhouses built by
emperors wanting to gain
popularity. One of the largest
bathhouses, built by Emperor
Caracalla (ruled 211–217 ce), could
hold up to 1,500 people. Caracalla’s
baths included hot, warm, and
cold rooms as well as shops,
restaurants, and libraries.

BATHHoUSES ▶

▸ Rome had the first professional fire service. The
firemen were called vigiles (watchmen). Across
the city, there were seven barracks, each home
to a unit of 1,000 vigiles.

The most popular and exciting spectator sport in Rome
was chariot racing, which took place at a track called a
circus. The largest track was the Circus Maximus, which
could hold an audience of up to 255,000 people. The
charioteers belonged to four rival teams, each with its
own set of devoted fans.

▲ CIRCUS MAxIMUS

The center of Rome’s religious, ceremonial, and commercial life was a public
space called the Forum where people gathered to hear politicians speak and
watch victory parades. Surrounding the central square were public buildings
such as temples, assembly halls, law courts known as basilicas, and the Curia,
or Senate House, where senators met for regular meetings.

▲ THE FoRUM

did you know?

Quadriga—
a four-horse
chariot

Metae—turning
posts of gilded
bronze

spina—a central
spine running
down the course

in the 1st century ce, Rome was the largest city on Earth, with a population of
at least 1,200,000 people, drawn from many different lands. It was a city full of
magnificent public buildings including temples, racetracks, theaters, bathhouses,
and the Colosseum, where public shows were held. There were 11 aqueducts,
supplying the city with water, and more than 40 parks and gardens. However, there
were also slum districts where the poor lived in badly constructed timber-framed
apartment blocks, often with no running water or cooking facilities. with buildings
crowded together, fire was a constant risk.

The City of Rome
senate house
still stands today

EURoPE
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The senators sat at the front of
the Colosseum.
Women and slaves stood
at the back.
Huge linen awning
called the velarium.
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The gladiators, usually slaves,
fought in pairs.
Animals were let into the arena
through the hidden trapdoors.

1

The Colosseum was built between
72 and 80 CE by Emperor Vespasian and
his son, Titus. Beneath the Colosseum
there was a network of tunnels and cells
where wild animals were kept. Criminals
were also held here awaiting execution.
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the romAns creAted one of the biggest and
best-organized empires in history. Across
their state, they built towns and roads,
spreading their way of life. By the
2nd century ce, people in far-flung lands
dressed in Roman clothes, used the same
Roman coins, and worshiped Roman gods.
People were united by language, speaking
Latin in the west and Greek in the east.
Merchants could travel easily from one place to
another since all the lands around the Mediterranean
belonged to the same single state. The empire’s wealth drew
traders from distant lands, bringing spices from India and silk
from China. Yet it was the wealth of the empire that would
eventually attract foreign invaders and lead to its downfall.

EGYPT

this

Map shows

the Roman Empire (purple) during the reign of Emperor Hadrian.

growth of the empire ▶
Until 117 ce, the Roman Empire continued to expand. It reached its
greatest size under Emperor Trajan (ruled 98–117 ce), who conquered
Dacia (modern Romania) and Mesopotamia (modern Iraq). However, his
successor, Hadrian (ruled 117–138 ce), believed that the empire had
become too vast to control and gave up many of Trajan’s conquests.
Hadrian strengthened the empire with frontier defenses, including a
wall that ran for 73 miles (117 km) across northern Britain.
▼ roads

Roman soldiers constructed a vast network of straight roads
that enabled their armies and official messengers to move
rapidly throughout the empire. The roads had deep foundations
and curved surfaces so that rainwater drained into ditches along
the sides. The network of roads also helped civilians such as
farmers and traders to transport goods from one town to another.
ruinS

hadrian’S

wall, britain

of a roman road in italy
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the roman empire

pont

du gard, a Stone aQueduct in Southern france

moSaic

▲ buildings

▲ farming with slaves

The Romans were highly skilled builders and
engineers. They pioneered the use of brick
and invented concrete, a new material that
was strong and relatively easy to use. The
Romans also began to use arches to build
bridges, aqueducts, and viaducts across
wide valleys and rivers. The aqueducts,
which carried water to towns and cities,
tilted slightly downward to ensure a
steady flow of water.

The Roman Empire depended on slave labor. In
many areas, slaves worked on huge farming estates
owned by wealthy Romans. These estates were run
by a vilicus (steward), who was usually a slave
himself. The main crops produced on the estates
were wheat, olives, and grapes for making wine.
◀ new gods

The Romans worshiped hundreds of different
gods, who were responsible for different areas of life.
The chief god was Jupiter, the sky god and special
protector of the Roman Empire. The Romans also
worshiped household gods who were thought to
protect their homes and families. As the empire
expanded, the Romans began to adopt new gods
into their religion such as Mithras, a Persian god.

sacriFiced bull—its
blood was thought to
give life to the universe

constantine

long hair
shows the Vandal’s
Germanic origins

marble

Statue of mithraS
killing a Sacred bull

▲ fall of the west

moSaic

of a vandal lord
hunting on horSeback

Showing SlaveS treading grapeS to make wine

In the 5th century ce, the empire in the west was
overwhelmed by Germanic invaders, including the
Vandals. The Vandals did not want to destroy the
empire, but to share in its wealth. In North Africa,
Vandal lords adopted the Roman lifestyle, living in
houses decorated with mosaics. Although the west fell,
the eastern empire survived for a thousand years.

The empire was given a new direction by
Constantine who was proclaimed emperor in
the west in 306 ce and was ruler of the whole
empire between 324 and 337 ce. Constantine
was a follower of Christianity, a religion that
earlier emperors had tried to suppress. He
founded a new Christian capital in the east
called Constantinople. Christianity eventually
became the state religion.
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before the romAns conquered most of western Europe, it
was home to the Celts. They lived in many tribes and
did not think of themselves as a single people. Yet
they spoke similar Celtic languages, related to
modern welsh, and shared similar customs,
religious beliefs, and styles of art. The Celts were
a farming people ruled by warriors. Often at war
with each other, they built strongly defended
settlements. They were skilled metalworkers who
used iron to make tools and weapons and used bronze
for decorated mirrors and shields. The Celtic civilization was at its
height between the 6th and 1st centuries bce.
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the Map shows the western European homeland of the Celts,
with their Germanic neighbors to the east.

society ▶
The Celts lived in large tribes ruled by chieftains or kings and
queens. There were different classes, with a rich landowning
warrior aristocracy at the top. There were also bards (poets),
merchants, artists, skilled craftsmen, and priests, called druids.
Most people were farmers who used a variety of iron tools.
They cleared the land for farming using iron axes and turned
the soil with iron-tipped plows.
▼ hill forts

plow

In Britain, tribes built strongly defended hill forts that
resembled small towns. Maiden Castle in southern England
had elaborate defenses with a maze of ditches to confuse
attackers and earthen banks topped with timber ramparts.
Maiden Castle would have been home to several hundred
people living in thatched timber roundhouses.
maiden

caStle, Stronghold
of the durotrigeS tribe
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tip

iron

toolS of
a celtic farmer

t h e c e lt i c t r i b e s
◀ religious beliefs

The Celts believed in many gods and goddesses. The druids
sacrificed objects and sometimes people to their gods. Celts
also practiced headhunting, believing that the head contained a
person’s soul and life force. Taking an enemy’s head in battle
was a way of capturing his power.
pattern may have
been laid out using
a metal compass
skulls were
probably those
of enemies
killed in war

mirror from
deSborough in britain
niche for
another skull,
now missing

celtic

▲ celtic art

Celtic artists loved making rich patterns with spirals and swirls
that they used to decorate bronze artifacts such as shields
and the backs of mirrors. In Ireland and Scotland, which were
never conquered by the Romans, Celtic art survived into the
Middle Ages. Celtic patterns like those on this mirror are
found in medieval Irish Bibles.

Sanctuary in roQuepertuSe, france

vercingetorix
▼ warriors

Although fierce and brave in battle, Celts fought
as individual warriors, each hoping to win personal
glory. In battle, they were usually defeated by the
Romans, who fought in tightly disciplined groups.
As a result, by the 1st century ce, the Romans had
conquered most of the Celtic tribes.
metal

relief found at gundeStrup in denmark
Showing celtic warriorS on horSeback and on foot

A noble from the Averni tribe, Vercingetorix
(82–46 bce) was a Celtic war leader from Gaul
(France). In 52 bce, he led an uprising against
the Roman general Julius Caesar, who had
recently conquered Gaul. Through force of
personality, Vercingetorix united several
tribes. Despite early successes, he was
defeated and captured. After being paraded
in Caesar’s triumphal procession in Rome,
Vercingetorix was executed.
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the plAin of the indus river in northwest India
saw the development of one of the first great early
civilizations. From about 2600 bce, the people of
the Indus Valley began to build the world’s first
planned cities—the most important of which was
Mohenjo-Daro. At its height, the city had a
population of up to 40,000 people and contained
large public buildings made of mud bricks. Indus
people were expert builders who developed sophisticated
water and drainage systems. They manufactured goods such as
cotton textiles and traded with their neighbors using a network
of rivers. Little is known about how the Indus Valley cities were
governed. No evidence has been found of temples, kings, royal
tombs, or warfare, and, although Indus people developed a
system of writing, their script remains undeciphered.

* O E J B
mohenJo-daro ▼

the

Map above

shows the extent of the Indus civilization (brown).

Mohenjo-Daro is the best preserved Indus city. It was built on a grid
pattern with the main streets exactly twice the width of the side streets.
Like most Indus cities, it was divided into two areas. The lower city
contained craft workshops and houses built around central courtyards.
On the higher ground was a walled area, housing important public
buildings such as assembly halls, the granary, and the bathhouse.
ruinS

of mohenjo-daro

great bath may
have been used
for ritual bathing

induS

drain

▲ water control

Indus builders were highly skilled in water management. Every house had its own
water supply, toilet, and bathtub, with drains to carry away the dirty water. Beneath
the streets, there were deep brick-lined sewers with manholes to allow regular
cleaning. Bathtubs were waterproofed with a tarry substance called bitumen.
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i n d u s va l l e y c i v i l i z at i o n

induS
headdress was
often decorated
with twisted
fabrics and
flowers

Seal

Showing induS Script above a picture of a bull

weightS

▲ trade

The wealth of Indus cities came from crafts and
trade. Craftworkers manufactured luxury goods
such as necklaces of pearls and carnelian, which
were transported by merchants along the network
of rivers. Imported items included silver and tin
from Mesopotamia, and copper and lapis lazuli
from Afghanistan. Indus people used a standard
system of weights, based on units of 1, 2, 4, and 8.

did you know?

▲ indus script

▸ Some time after 1900 bce, the Indus civilization
collapsed for unknown reasons. By 1800 bce,
all the main Indus sites had been abandoned.
Buried under layers of silt, they were forgotten
for more than 3,000 years. It was not until
the 1920s that they were rediscovered by
archeologists excavating the Indus Valley.

Indus people created a writing system that contained
up to 400 picture signs. The script, which has not been
deciphered, was carved on stone seals together with
pictures of animals, humans, and mythical figures.
Each seal may show the name and emblem of a
particular family.
indus clothes ▶
The Indus people were among the first in the world to
make cloth from the fibrous seed coats of the cotton plant.
The cotton was then woven into robes and short skirts. Pottery
figures found in the Indus Valley give an indication of the kinds
of clothes worn by its inhabitants. This female figure wears a
belt, two necklaces, and a fan-shaped headdress.
pottery

figure of an induS woman

Mud bricks, which were the main
building material, were first baked in
wood fires or dried under the sun
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indian empires

ashoka ▶
The third Mauyran king was Ashoka the Great
(ruled 268–232 bce). In about 265 bce, Ashoka
conquered the kingdom of Kalinga. Ashoka was so
horrified by the suffering he saw in battle that he
turned against violence and converted to Buddhism.
He set up pillars all over India engraved with edicts
(sayings). One edict described his sorrow at the
suffering he had caused and warned his successors
not to make new conquests.

gupta

coinS Showing imageS of horSeS

▲ gupta empire

The Gupta Empire was founded by Chandra Gupta I
(ruled from about 320–330 ce), who conquered the Ganges
valley in northeast India. His son, Samudra Gupta (ruled from
about 330–380 ce), continued to expand the empire, spending
forty years conquering one kingdom after another. The Gupta
Empire ended when the last emperor died in 554 ce.

▼ the great stupa at sanchi

Ashoka spread Buddhism throughout India and sent
missionaries to other countries such as Sri Lanka.
He also built thousands of stupas—sacred mounds
holding relics of the Buddha and other holy men.
These were places of pilgrimage for Buddhists,
inspiring meditation and prayer. The most famous
stupa is the Great Stupa at Sanchi, shown below.

detail
lion

carving from the top of
a pillar Set up by aShoka

stone gateways, built in the
style of wooden ones, were
added to the stupa in the
1st century bce

from a gupta cave painting

▲ the golden age

Gupta mathematicians were the most advanced in the world.
They calculated the size of the Earth with great accuracy and
invented the zero, making arithmetic much easier. Literature,
music, and art flourished at the Gupta court, while the walls of
many Buddhist cave shrines and temples were decorated with
colorful frescoes, often showing scenes of the life of the Buddha.

siddhartha gautama

Born into a noble Indian family, Siddhartha
Gautama (c. 563–483 bce) preached that
fulfillment is reached through correct
behavior (dharma), and that suffering is
due to human desire. If we conquer desire,
we will no longer suffer. He dedicated his
life to teaching and became known as the
Buddha (the “Enlightened One”).
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steppe nomads
stag with its
head bent back

tattoo of a
staglike animal

Scythian

gold ornament

▲ the scythians

The Scythians were a group of steppe peoples who
lived north of the Black Sea. Much of what we know
about the Scythians comes from grave goods found
in their tombs. These goods included felt and wool
items, colorful carpets, and many gold treasures.
▲ tattoos

The steppe nomads often decorated their bodies
with tattoos. They made intricate pictures of
animals and flowers by piercing their skin with
needles and then rubbing soot into the wounds.
The body of this young woman was preserved for
hundreds of years in her frozen grave. The skin on
her shoulder is tattooed with a staglike creature
whose horns are turning into flowers.

▲ steppe beliefs

mongolian

Shaman’S
bronZe mirror

Many nomads believed in a spirit world and
worshiped the sky as a father god and the Earth as
a mother god. Some steppe tribes believed that
people called shamans could heal the sick and
communicate with the spirit world through trances.
Mongolian shamans used bronze mirrors as magic
armor to ward off evil spirits.

19th-century

painting of attila leading the hunS

▲ huns

At certain times, several nomadic tribes joined
together in huge mobile hordes. The most feared of
these were the Huns, who invaded Europe in the late
4th and 5th centuries ce. Under their leader Attila,
they conquered huge areas of Europe and central
Asia and remained a powerful force until Attila’s
death in 453 ce.

did you know?
▸ Before the stirrup was invented in China in the
1st century ce, horsemen had to grip onto the
sides of their horses with their thighs. It is thought
that the steppe nomads were the first to wear
pants, designed to protect the legs when riding.

7
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the first emperor of china

writing ▶
Before the reign of the First Emperor, there
were many regional varieties of Chinese writing.
Shi Huangdi introduced a standard, simplified system,
later called small seal script, which made it possible
for the same texts to be understood across China. The
emperor also imposed strict controls over what
people could read. He ordered the mass burning of
books that disagreed with his ideas, as well as the
histories of the kingdoms he had conquered.

◀ the great wall

In 215 bce, the emperor sent 300,000 soldiers
north to build the first Great wall. Earlier states
had created defensive borders to protect themselves
from attack. The emperor knocked down all walls
separating previous states and joined the rest up to
create a continuous barrier against northern raiders.
The wall was rebuilt by later dynasties and only a few
traces of the original structure remain.
bronZe

did you know?
▸ Terrified of death, the First Emperor was
obsessed with finding the secret of immortality.
He believed that he could live forever if he
found a magic medicine called the elixir of life.
His doctors prescribed so-called immortality pills
containing large amounts of mercury. However,
mercury is poisonous, and the emperor’s pills
probably shortened his life.

edict written in Small Seal Script

each soldier originally
carried bronze weapons
▲ the terra-cotta army

In 210 bce, the emperor was buried in a vast tomb
beneath a man-made mountain. Near the tomb were
four pits holding an army of more than 7,000 life-size
terra-cotta warriors accompanied by 670 terra-cotta horses
and 130 bronze chariots. Their role was to protect the
emperor in the afterlife from the ghosts of the armies
he had destroyed. The terra-cotta army was discovered
by chance in 1974 during the digging of a well.

9
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c h i n a’ s g o l d e n a g e s
◀ religion

The Chinese followed three main ways or systems of
belief. Taoism taught that people should live in harmony
with nature. Confucianism was based on the belief that
people should behave fairly to one another. The third
way was Buddhism, brought from India during the
1st century ce.

big wild goose pagoda—
one of the few surviving
Tang buildings
of Chang’an
giant

buddha carved out of rock at leShan

empress wu zetian

tang

porcelain
figurine of a
bactrian camel

wu Zetian (625–705 ce) was the only
female emperor in Chinese history. After
the death of her husband, the emperor,
she ruled on behalf of her sons. In 690 ce,
she openly proclaimed herself the ruler
of China. A Buddhist, she built many
monasteries, winning support for her
rule from the Buddhist monks.

▲ tang armies
During the Tang dynasty, China became a powerful
empire. Tang armies conquered large areas of central
Asia, where they used Bactrian camels to carry their
supplies. They later lost these conquests, and the empire
was further weakened in the 750s ce when a general
named An Lushan began an eight year rebellion. Chinese
armies were withdrawn from all foreign territories.
diaMond sutra, made in 868 ce, is the oldest
surviving example of a dated, printed book

▲ inventions

The Chinese were more technologically advanced than any other people.
Chinese inventions include gunpowder, the magnetic compass, paper money, the
wheelbarrow, the horse collar, mechanical clocks, porcelain manufacture, and printed
books. Printing was invented some time between the 6th and 7th centuries ce.
The Chinese printed their books using carved woodblocks and rice paper.

1
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asia

Korea
In 108 bce, the Han dynasty of China conquered Korea.
when Han power declined in the 1st century bce,
three rival kingdoms emerged in Korea. These were
Koguryo in the north, Baekje in the southwest,
and Silla in the southeast. There was also a small
southern grouping of city-states called Kaya that
joined together to resist their powerful neighbors.
The period of the three kingdoms lasted from 57 bce
to 668 ce, when the king of Silla united the country.
Early Korean religion had been based on shamanism,
with its belief in a spirit world. Under Chinese influence,
Buddhism was introduced, eventually becoming the
main religion of Korea.
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Founded in 18 bce, the kingdom of Baekje was an important sea
power with close links to Japan. Baekje was the most cultured of
the three kingdoms, and during the 4th century ce, it adopted the
Chinese script and introduced Buddhism. An alliance between
Tang China and Silla led to Baekje being conquered in 660 ce,
and its capitaL Kongju was looted and destroyed

ornament

from a
crown belonging
to a baekje Queen
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the Map above shows the three Korean kingdoms of Koguryo, Baekje,
and Silla, together with Kaya, which consisted of a number of city-states.

nobleMan
hunts with a
bow and arrow

detail

from a tomb painting of a koguryo nobleman

▲ koguryo

The largest of the three kingdoms was Koguryo, founded before 75 bce.
Merchants from Koguryo traded with China, exchanging furs, gold, and silver
for Chinese silk clothing, paper, and weapons. Koguryo kings built impressive
walled cities and palaces and were buried in large tombs decorated with
frescoes of mounted noblemen hunting deer, tigers, and bears.
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korea
◀ silla

The most powerful of the kingdoms was Silla,
founded in 57 bce. The Silla capital, Kyongju, was
modeled on the Chinese capital of Chang’an. Here,
Silla kings were buried in heavily protected tombs
under mounds created by heavy river boulders. As a
result, the tombs were never looted and have been
found to contain fabulous treasures including
elaborately decorated gold crowns. In the 660s ce,
Silla made an alliance with Tang China and
conquered the other kingdoms.

jar stand would
have held a bowl
used to offer food
to the dead person

crown was made of gold
and only worn on important
ceremonial occasions

did you know?

crown

from a Silla royal tomb

▸ Korean kings believed that they had to buy the
land for their tombs from the Earth god. In 523
ce, King Muryong of Baekje was buried in a tomb
that carried an inscription saying how much
the god had been paid. When the tomb was
discovered, the coins were still in place.

ornamental

bulgukSa

buddhiSt temple,
built between 751 and 774 ce

jar Stand from a tomb

▲ kaya

tiled rooF, curving
up at the corners,
is Chinese in style

In the southern tip of Korea, a small group of
city-states called Kaya flourished between
42 and 532 ce. The region had the best iron in
Korea, and its people exported iron weapons
and tools to Baekje and Japan. The tombs of the
Kaya rulers contained offerings such as this jar
stand and the bodies of sacrificed adults and
children who had been killed to serve them
in the next life.
◀ buddhism

Silla was the last of the kingdoms to convert to
Buddhism. It was not until 527 ce that King Beopheung
(ruled 514–540 ce) accepted the new religion. After
conversion, Silla kings adopted Buddhist names and
described themselves as “Buddha-kings.”
They built hundreds of Buddhist temples
and had seated statues of the Buddha
carved out of rock. Monks were sent
to Tang China to be educated and
to bring back holy texts.

entrance stairway
has 33 steps, standing
for the 33 steps to
reach Buddhist
enlightenment
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JApAnese civilizAtion was greatly influenced by
Korea and China. From the 5th century bce, wet
rice farming spread from Korea to Japan. By the
3rd century ce, a number of small states had
formed. The most powerful of these was based
in the Yamato plain in the southeast. Between the
4th and 7th centuries ce, Yamato kings unified
most of Japan. As they strengthened their power,
they looked toward the Chinese court for a model of
strong government. They adopted the Chinese script and
Buddhist religion, which they promoted alongside Shinto, their
traditional religion. In 710 ce, the Yamato rulers founded a new
Buddhist capital Nara, based on the Chinese city of Chang’an.
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this Map shows the first Japanese states,
which were eventually conquered by the
powerful Yamato rulers.
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◀ land of the rising sun

Yamato kings sent ambassadors to the
Chinese court and were impressed by the
power of Tang emperors. while copying
many features of Chinese government,
Japan’s emperors also claimed to be
descended from the Japanese Sun
goddess Amaterasu, shown in this
painting. She was important because
Japan was the “Land of the rising
Sun”—as the most eastern part of Asia,
the Sun rose over Japan before anywhere
else.
sun goddess, Amaterasu,
sending out rays of light

keyhole toMb of
Emperor Nintoku was
built in the 5th century ce

▲ royal tombs

The early Yamato rulers were buried beneath huge keyhole-shaped
burial mounds called kofun, with the smaller graves of their
courtiers around them. Thousands of pottery figures of warriors,
dogs, and horses were included, since they were believed to
protect the tomb. The largest tomb, which is 1,595 ft (486 m) in
length, belongs to Emperor Nintoku.
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J a pa n

reconStruction

of an ancient japaneSe granary

▲ rice farming

Most Japanese people were peasant farmers who
grew rice in flooded fields. They grew rice seedlings
first, which they planted in the fields. The water
provided nutrients for the plants and prevented weeds
from growing. The rice was then harvested and stored
in wooden granaries that were raised on stilts to keep
them dry and to deter rodents.
Shinto

Shrine dedicated to emperor kammu (ruled

781–806

ce)

▲ shinto

The traditional religion of Japan, Shinto is based on the worship of spirits called
kami. These range from small kami in rocks and trees to powerful ones, such as
Mount Fuji and the Sun goddess. The Japanese built wooden shrines where they
made offerings to their kami. Emperors, seen as living kami, also had shrines
dedicated to them. Shrines have wooden gateways called torii marking a
boundary between the everyday world and the world of the kami.

◀ city of temples

Each of the first Yamato emperors founded a new
capital when they came to the throne. In 710 ce, it
was decided to establish a lasting capital, Nara, with
a grid layout modeled on the Chinese capital of
Chang’an. Nara was filled with Buddhist temples,
and the monks played a big role in court life. This
is the temple of Todaiji, founded by Emperor Shomu
(ruled 724–749 ce). It was rebuilt in the 1700s ce.

todaiji teMple was built using
wood and is still the world’s
largest wooden building

did you know?
▸ Japan has the oldest royal family in history. The
present emperor is a direct descendant of the first
Yamato emperors, who unified Japan 1,500 years
ago. Since the Japanese believed their dynasty
was divine, no other family could take the throne.
However, there have been times when the emperor
was a figurehead rather than a real ruler.
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pagan kingdom ▶

tower of thap poShaknu

From the 11th to the 14th centuries ce,
Pagan was the capital of the first
Burmese kingdom. Though smaller
than Angkor, Pagan was the greatest
Buddhist center in southeast Asia. Its
kings built hundreds of Buddhist
monasteries and stupas (sacred
monuments), as well as almost a
thousand temples. Like the Khmer
rulers, Pagan kings became wealthy
through rice farming.

champa

dhammayangyi pahto, pagan’S
largeSt buddhiSt temple

East of the Khmer Empire, in what is now
Vietnam, the Champa kingdom lasted
from the 7th to the 15th centuries ce.
Its people, the Cham, were traders who
settled along the coasts where they built
distinctive brick towers. Enemies
of the Khmer, the Cham were fierce
warriors who rode elephants into battle.
Champa was taken over by the powerful
Dai Viet Empire in 1471 ce.

◀ champa kingdom

the Map above shows the five major kingdoms of southeast Asia: Khmer,
Champa, Pagan, Srivijaya, and Dai Viet.
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The Srivijaya Empire flourished
between the 7th and 13th
centuries ce. The empire included
Sumatra, the Malay Peninsula, and
parts of Java and Borneo. The sea
port of Palembang was the capital
of the empire and controlled the
overseas trade routes. Like other
southeast Asian kingdoms, the
empire adopted Buddhism.

▲ sriviJaya empire

▸ Satellite photography has
revealed that Angkor, built in
the early 12th century ce,
was the largest city in the
world before modern times.
It covered 386 sq miles
(1,000 sq km) and was
similar in size to Los Angeles.

did you know?

of the buddha
from a Srivijaya temple

StatueS

buddha was worshiped
alongside Hindu gods

Founded by King Jayavarman II (ruled 802–855 ce), the Khmer Empire
flourished between the 7th and 15th centuries ce. Its royal capital,
Angkor, had a large network of canals. These were used to bring water
to the rice fields and to transport huge amounts of stone to build
temples such as Angkor wat. Khmer temples were modeled on
Mount Meru, the sacred mountain home of the Hindu gods.

◀ khmer empire

from the 7th century ce, several powerful kingdoms began to flourish in
southeast Asia. while the island kingdoms grew rich from trade, those on the
mainland drew their wealth from rice farming. The largest kingdom was the
Khmer Empire, which included most of modern Cambodia and parts of Laos
and Thailand. Its neighbors were the Pagan kingdom to the west, the Champa
kingdom to the east, the Dai Viet Empire to the north, and the Srivijaya
Empire to the south. Strongly influenced by India, the kingdoms adopted
Hinduism and Buddhism and built magnificent temples modeled
on Indian architecture. The most impressive temple is Angkor wat, built in
the 12th century ce during the reign of the Khmer ruler Suryavarman II.

Kingdoms of Southeast Asia
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A stone statue of Vishnu stood in the
temple’s central shrine.

The inner core of the building was made
from a coarse stone called laterite.

One of the temple’s five towers—these
represent the five peaks of Mount Meru
(home of the Hindu gods).
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4

The central tower, which stands on a
raised terrace, is 700 ft (213 m) high.

1

King Suryavarman II built Angkor Wat both as
a temple to the Hindu god Vishnu and as his
own tomb. After death, the king was believed
to become one with Vishnu and would
continue to watch over his people.

ANGKOR WAT
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3
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the americas

Early Mesoamerica
mesoAmericA is the region running from central
Mexico in the north, down to Guatemala in the
south. From about 1200 bce to the 1500s ce,
there was a series of Mesoamerican civilizations
sharing common features—the people were
ruled by kings, built towns with pyramid
temples, worshiped similar gods, and played the
same sacred ballgame. A widely held belief was
that the gods had used their own blood to create life,
and that humans should give them blood in return. From
the time of the Olmecs, the very first American civilization,
people drew their own
blood to offer the gods.
Mesoamerican peoples
Zapotec
carving
also went to war for
a ready supply of
prisoners to sacrifice.

Gulf of Mexico

Yu c a t á n
Peninsula

Tula
Teotihuacán

OLMECS

La Venta

Monte Albán

ZAPOTECS

PACIFIC OCEAN

the Map above shows the extent of the Zapotec and Olmec civilizations,
together with the Mesoamerican cities of Tula and Teotihuacán.

the olmecs ▶
Between about 1200 and 100 bce, the jungles of the
north coast of Mexico were the home of the Olmecs.
These people built temple complexes, though little
remains of their earth and timber buildings. They
made huge carved heads that may represent a
ruler or an ancestor, and there is also evidence
that they practiced bloodletting.
▼ sacred ballgame

▲ the zapotecs

All Mesoamerican peoples played a sacred ballgame
in specially built walled courts. Players, who wore
protective clothing, drove a hard rubber ball from
one end of the court to the other using their elbows
and thighs. The game served a religious purpose,
though this varied from one civilization to another.
Losers may have been sacrificed to the gods.

The oldest surviving city in the Americas is the Zapotec
capital Monte Albán, founded in southern Mexico in
about 500 bce. The Zapotecs were warriors who made
hundreds of stone carvings between 350 and 200 bce
showing dead prisoners of war. Many of the figures
have a picture sign—this may have been the name
of the town. These signs form one of the first
Mesoamerican writing systems.

ball

court of the

olmec

carved head

Zapotec capital, monte albán
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e a r ly m e s o a m e r i c a
◀ teotihuacÁn

The biggest Mesoamerican city was Teotihuacán
in Mexico, which lasted from about 150 bce to
750 ce. At its height in 500 ce, it was the sixth
largest city in the world, with a population of
between 150,000 and 200,000 people. It is
possible that Teotihuacán was the capital of an
empire, though we do not know how big this
was. Two vast pyramids dominated Teotihuacán
and served as temples to the gods.

pyramid

of the Sun
at teotihuacÁn

butterFlies
often appear in
Mesoamerican art,
linked with warfare

▲ gods

For thousands of years,
Mesoamerican people worshiped
similar gods, though their roles changed
over time. One important god was a feathered serpent,
worshiped from at least 800 bce. At Teotihuacán, he was
a god who brought water to make crops grow. The
Toltecs saw him as a protector of warriors. To the later
Aztecs, who called him Quetzalcoatl, he was a wind god.

did you know?
▸ The names we use for early Mesoamerican
civilizations are those used in the 16th century ce
by the Aztecs. They were so impressed by ruins
of Teotihuacán that they gave it its name, meaning
“the place where the gods were born.” We do
not know what the people of Teotihuacán
called their city.

Stone

carving of the
feathered Serpent god
from teotihuacÁn

the toltecs ▶
From about 950 to 1150 ce, Tula, capital of the
Toltecs, was the most powerful city in northern
Mexico. It was also the largest Mexican city at the
time, but only had a population of about 50,000
people. The Toltecs were warriors who sacrificed
prisoners to their gods. The later Aztecs believed
that the Toltecs were superhuman beings who
invented all the arts and crafts and ruled a
great empire.
stone pillars in the
form of warriors were
carved by the Toltecs
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The Maya
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the eAst of mesoAmericA, which is mostly rain forest, was
home to the people known as the Maya. The Maya lived in
numerous rival kingdoms, each with its own ruler and city.
The cities such as Tikal contained spectacular buildings,
including pyramid temples and palaces. Maya kings were
constantly at war with each other, fighting for tribute and
prisoners to sacrifice to the gods. The Maya civilization began
about 800 bce and reached a peak between 250 and 900 ce.
In the late 800s ce, many cities were mysteriously abandoned
and taken over by rain forests. However, in the south and far
north, Maya kings continued to rule until the 1500s ce.

Copán

PACIFIC OCEAN

the Map above shows the extent of Maya territory (orange)
between 300 and 850 ce, together with the most important Maya cities.

▼ maya cities

Every Maya city had a ceremonial center with
stone palaces, ballcourts, and pyramids. Maya
pyramids had stepped sides built of stone
and served as both temples and royal tombs.
The largest Maya city was Tikal, which covered
23 sq miles (60 sq km) and was once home to
between 50,000 and 100,000 people. The greater
part of the city, where the ordinary people lived
in simple houses, is now covered by rain forest.

kings ▶
A Maya king was also the chief priest and
war leader. His role was to perform religious
ceremonies to ensure that the rains came and
crops grew. Many kings built spectacular
monuments decorated with elaborate carvings and
paintings. Every five years, King 18 Rabbit of Copán
(ruled 695–738 ce) set up a monument called a
stone tree that combined his portrait with
descriptions of the ceremonies he had performed.
Stone

ruinS

of tikal with one of itS
five tall pyramid templeS

teMple is 144 ft (44 m)
high and was used
as a royal tomb
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carving of king

18

rabbit

wall

painting Showing maya warriorS in battle

◀ prisoners

▲ war

One of the main purposes of war was to take prisoners
who were sacrificed and their blood offered to the gods.
Captured kings, whose blood was more precious than
anyone else’s, were not killed. They might be held
captive for years so that their blood could be offered
regularly to the gods. The Maya marked every important
event with a bloodletting ceremony.

Maya cities often went to war with each other. warriors
wore elaborate headdresses, decorated with images of
gods and sacred animals. They were armed with clubs
and spears tipped with razor-sharp blades of obsidian,
a type of volcanic glass. The king led the army himself
in order to capture prisoners with his own hands.

king bird jaguar of
Yaxchilán stands over a
captive who has been bled

corn was
made into
tortillas and
porridge

Stone relief from a SerieS of carvingS made to mark
the acceSSion of bird jaguar to the throne in 752 ce

▲ tribute

king points to a pile of
cloth and food that has
been presented to him

Maya kings did not try to rule the cities they
attacked. Instead, defeated cities were expected
to give tribute to the victorious king. This painted
vessel shows a king seated in his palace throne
room, receiving tribute. Kings also received
tribute from their own lords.

did you know?
▸ Maya farmers grew their beans and corn
alongside each other, a method that
produces a better crop. The Maya would
not have known that the reason for this is
that beans add nitrogen to the soil that
feeds the growing corn.

▲ farming

The Maya used various methods of farming
depending on the type of land. They cleared forest
areas using stone axes. After burning the bush, they
planted crops in the ashes. In swampy areas, farmers
built raised fields, cutting canals and heaping up the
earth. The main crops were corn and beans.
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Maya Beliefs
the mAyA believed that their world was controlled by powerful
gods. To please the gods, they performed rituals such as
bloodletting. They were also the first people in the Americas
to develop a writing system, and they were skilled astronomers
and mathematicians who invented complex calendars based on
the movements of the planets. To the Maya, science and art
served a religious purpose, and the planets and stars were seen as
gods. Maya kings, who were thought to become gods after death,
were buried beneath stone temple pyramids. The most famous
royal tomb is the Temple of the Inscriptions at Palenque. This was
the tomb of King Pakal the Great, who died in 683 ce.
◀ astronomy

The Maya were expert astronomers, able to predict solar eclipses and chart
the movements of the planet Venus and the Moon. Venus was seen as a
god of war—when it rose in the sky, Maya warriors set out to fight battles.
There is evidence that some Maya buildings were used as observatories,
such as this stone ruin at Chichén Itzá. It has openings that line up with
positions of the Moon and the Sun at certain times of the year.

FlaMing torch held
by King Shield Jaguar

Maya Queen collects
the precious blood

▲ writing

The Maya were the only people in the Americas known to have invented a
complete writing system. They wrote using picture signs, called glyphs, which
stood for sounds, words, and ideas. The Maya wrote books in colored ink on
paper made from fig tree bark. The books, which folded up like an accordion,
are called codices. The one shown above describes gods and rituals.

did you know?
▸ Inside King Pakal’s pyramid, there is a small
stone tube running from the burial chamber to
the temple above. This was to enable the king’s
spirit to travel up to visit his descendants. The
Maya believed that they could summon Pakal’s
spirit by offering him their blood.

▲ rituals

Maya kings and queens believed they could
please their gods by making offerings of royal
blood. This stone relief shows a Maya queen
performing a bloodletting ritual. She pulls a
thorn-studded rope through her tongue and
collects the drops of blood on bark paper.
The paper would be burned, and the smoke
would carry the blood to the gods.

masks ▶
Jade was the most precious material known to
the Maya, and their kings were buried wearing jade
death masks. Due to its green and blue color, jade
was linked with corn, water, the sky, and life itself.
This death mask, belonging to King Pakal, was made
of 300 jade tiles mounted on a wooden frame.
jade Mask was found in
pieces and reassembled
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THE TEMPLE OF INSCRIPTIONS
This temple was built by King Pakal (ruled
615–683 CE). His tomb was only discovered
in 1948 by the Mexican archeologist Alberto
Ruz Lhuillier. After lifting a floor slab inside
the temple, he found a stairway.

1
2

3

4
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1

The hidden stairway led down to
Pakal’s tomb, just below ground level.

2

King Kan Balam, who has been
offering his blood to his father, Pakal,
walks down the steps.

3

Outside the tomb chamber was a box
holding the bones of four men and a
woman. They had probably been
sacrificed to Pakal.

4

Pakal’s stone sarcophagus had a lid
with a picture of the king falling into
the underworld.
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The Aztec Empire
the lAst mesoAmericAn civilizAtion was that of the Aztecs of
Mexico. Between the early 1400s and 1521, the Aztecs
conquered an empire stretching from the Pacific coast to the
Gulf of Mexico. The Aztecs did not directly rule the peoples of
their empire—they were allowed to govern themselves as long
as they sent tribute to Tenochtitlán, the Aztec home city. The
Aztecs practiced human sacrifice on a larger scale than any
other people. They were constantly at war because they
needed a supply of prisoners to sacrifice to their chief god,
Huitzilopochtli. As a result, they had many enemies such as
the warlike Tlaxcalans, whom the Aztecs never conquered.
when Spanish conquerors arrived in 1519, the Aztecs’
enemies joined forces with them. By 1521, the Spaniards
had conquered the Aztec Empire.
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lake city ▲
Tenochtitlán, the capital of the Aztec Empire, was built on marshy islands in
the middle of Lake Texcoco. The city was joined to the mainland with stone
causeways that had two aqueducts, bringing fresh water. within the city there
was a network of canals where people traveled around by boat. The center of
the city was dominated by a huge pyramid with two small temples on the top.
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the Map above shows the extent of the Aztec Empire (purple),
with Tlaxcalan territory in the center.

◀ farming

Aztec farmers grew crops on man-made garden
plots called chinampas, on the lake. They drove
wooden poles into the lakebed to form a frame.
After tying basketwork to the frame, they piled
lake mud inside. Trees planted around the edges
held the soil in place.
tribute ▶
Conquered peoples had to send the Aztecs
tribute in the form of luxury goods. The Aztecs
kept records of the tribute. They used picture signs
and a numbering system in which a flag stands for
20, a feather for 400, and a pouch for 8,000. This
record shows the tribute from 22 towns, whose
names appear on the left and bottom.
FarMers build
a chinampa

oval
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with 10 flags represents
200 loads of cacao beans

bag

the aztec empire

crafts ▶
Aztecs loved the brightly colored feathers of birds such
as macaws and parrots, which they received as tribute
from forest peoples to the south. Aztec craftworkers
used the feathers to make headdresses, pictures, and
decorated shields. The Aztecs prized featherwork more
highly than gold. This shield combines feathers with
jaguar skin, another item received as tribute.

gods ▶
The chief Aztec god was Huitzilopochtli, god of
war and the rising Sun. In Aztec art, he was shown
as a warrior armed with a magic snake of fire.
Huitzilopochtli shared the main pyramid temple
of Tenochtitlán with Tlaloc, the rain god. For the
temple’s dedication ceremony in 1487, 20,000
prisoners were sacrificed at the top of its steps.
Their hearts were cut out and burned as offerings.

aZtec god,
huitZilopochtli

hernán cortés

▲ spanish conquerors

In 1519, Hernán Cortés led an army of only 500 Spaniards to Mexico. The
Spaniards had better weapons than the Aztecs, horses, which the Aztecs had
never seen before, and the help of local peoples who hated the Aztecs. At first,
Cortés was welcomed by the Aztec Emperor Moctezuma. But after Cortés took
him prisoner, fierce fighting broke out. By 1521, Cortés had conquered
Tenochtitlán, which he rebuilt as Mexico City.

spaniards in armor kill
unarmed Aztec dancers
during a religious festival
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The son of a nobleman, Hernán Cortés
(1485–1547) was a Spanish conquistador
(conqueror). At the age of 18, he set sail for
the New world to seek his fortune. He
arrived in Cuba, a Spanish colony, in 1511
and was appointed secretary to the governor
of Cuba. In 1519, Cortés led an expedition
to the mainland, where he learned of the
Aztec Empire. within two years, he had
conquered the Aztecs.
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Ancient South America
in About 900 bce, the first South American civilization appeared
in Peru on the west coast of South America. It is called Chavín
after its most famous site, Chavín de Huántar. The Chavín
culture dominated the whole of Peru until 500–300 bce, when
it was replaced by several regional cultures. In the northern
valleys were the warlike Moche, noted for their fine pottery.
In the south were the Paracas, who wove beautiful textiles,
and the Nazca, who created pictures in the desert. Farther
south still, the early empire of Tiwanaku developed in what
is now Bolivia. Like the Mesoamericans, South American
peoples were farmers who grew beans and corn. They also
grew potatoes and a crop called quinoa that could withstand
the colder temperatures of the Andes mountains.
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The people of Chavín de Huántar
in central Peru built the earliest
South American temple complex.
It contained underground passages
and ceremonial courts and was
decorated with carvings of jaguars,
eagles, and supernatural beings.
This same style of sculpture has
been found across the whole of Peru,
showing the widespread influence of
the Chavín culture. The complex was
abandoned some time after 300 bce.

chavín

carving of a Supernatural
being with long fangS

paracas people ▶
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The Paracas culture flourished
from about 500 bce to 200 ce on the
southern coast of Peru. The Paracas
mummified their dead, wrapping
them in many layers of colorful
textiles. The textiles were woven
on huge looms and were richly
decorated with human figures,
animals, and mythical creatures.
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paracaS

textile Showing
a mythical creature

Tiwanaku

the Map above shows the early Chavín culture
and the later regional cultures of South America.
ruinS

of the
city of tiwanaku
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ancient south america
◀ moche culture

elderly woMan is
depicted carrying a
heavy load

Northern Peru was the homeland of the Moche
people from about 100 to 800 ce. The Moche were
fierce warriors who built large mud brick pyramid
tombs for their powerful rulers. They were also
talented craftworkers, noted especially for their
textiles, metalwork, and pottery. Many Moche
vessels show scenes of warfare and daily life.

llaMas are still used
for transport and wool

moche

naZca

figure Seen from above

▲ nazca people

The Nazca culture flourished in southern Peru
from about 200 bce to 600 ce. The Nazca people
were skilled craftworkers who made richly
colored textiles and pottery. However, they are
best known for their vast drawings in the desert.
By clearing away dark surface stones to reveal
the lighter subsoil, they created patterns and
pictures of animals and strange beings. The
surprising feature of the pictures is that they
can only be identified from the air—yet there
are no hills nearby.

entrance to the temple
court of Tiwanaku, guarded
by a statue of a god

pottery veSSel

did you know?
▸ Llamas, the largest domesticated animals in
the Americas, could carry loads of up to 130 lbs
(60 kg). Yet they were not strong enough to pull
carts, which may be why the South American
peoples did not develop wheeled transportation.
Although they invented the wheel, they only
used it to make pull-along toys.

▼ tiwanaku empire

From about 650 to 1000 ce, the southern city of
Tiwanaku ruled an empire that included all the
lands around Lake Titicaca. At its height, the city
had a population of between 15,000 and 30,000
people. At the center of the city was a huge earthen
mound topped by a stone court (shown below) where
religious ceremonies were performed.

▲ textiles

South American peoples kept llamas, alpacas, and
vicuñas. The animals provided meat, dung for fuel,
and wool. Llama wool, which is coarse and dark, was
made into sacks, blankets, and ropes. Alpaca wool,
which is lighter and finer, was made into clothes.
The soft and silky vicuña wool was used only to
make clothes for the nobles.
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The Inca Empire
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in the 15th century, the Inca people from the Peruvian
Andes ruled over one of the most organized empires
in history. It stretched for 2,200 miles (3,500 km)
down the west coast of South America and
included twelve million people who spoke more
than 20 languages. At the very top of society was
the ruler, the Sapa Inca. He controlled the lives of
all his people, imposing taxes, forced labor, and
compulsory military service. Inca men had to spend
part of every year building roads, towns, terraced fields,
and irrigation canals. Thanks to their vast network of well built
roads, the Inca people could organize and feed large armies
and send news quickly from one part of the empire to another.
In 1532, however, the Inca Empire was destroyed by the
Spanish conquistador Francisco Pizarro and his army.

"

5BMDB

the

Map above

shows the Inca Empire (green) and the main road network (red).

◀ chimÚ empire

From about 700 ce, the Chimú people controlled
land along the northwest coast of Peru. They
created a powerful state, centered on the capital
of Chan Chan. The Chimú were skilled potters,
weavers, and metalworkers who produced
beautiful artifacts in gold. The Chimú Empire
was taken over by the Incas in the 1460s. Many
Chimú goldworkers were taken to Cuzco to work
for the Incas, who saw gold as a sacred metal.
chiMú warrior wearing a
feathered helmet and ear plugs

inca
gold
chimú

▲ quipu

beaker

the inca ruler ▶
The Sapa Inca was believed to be descended from the
Sun and was worshiped as a living god. He controlled
the empire from the capital city of Cuzco. when a Sapa
Inca died, his body was preserved by mummification. The
mummy continued to live in its palace, where it sat on a
golden stool. Each new ruler had to build a new palace.

Quipu

Although they had no writing system, the Incas were
able to keep records on a device called a quipu. This
was made up of a length of cord from which other
knotted strings were suspended. Detailed information
was provided by the colors of the strings and the
number, size, and position of the knots.
painting

of the Sapa inca atahualpa
(ruled 1532–33)
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the inca empire
▼ inca buildings

The Incas built strong stone walls using huge,
irregularly shaped blocks. Locking together like pieces
of a jigsaw puzzle, these fit so exactly that it is
impossible to slip a sheet of paper between them.
Inca masons shaped these blocks using only stone
hammers and chisels. Some of the blocks are 20 ft
(6 m) high. Earthquakes are common in Peru, so the
walls of the buildings had to be strong.

inca

francisco pizarro

terraceS in the mountainS

▲ mountain farming

Inca farmers grew crops, including corn, quinoa
(grown for its edible seeds and leaves), and potatoes
on steep mountain slopes. They created flat, raised
strips called terraces by building long stone walls
and piling up soil behind them. Llamas carried vast
quantities of soil up from the valleys, together with
seagull droppings, which kept the land fertile. The
Incas also built stone-lined irrigation channels to
bring water to the terraces.

Born in Spain, Francisco Pizarro
(c. 1476–1541) was a conquistador hoping
to find another rich empire following the
conquest of the Aztecs. In 1532, with an army
of less than 200 men, he attacked the Inca
troops and captured their ruler, Atahualpa,
promising to free him in exchange for a room
full of gold. Once this was paid, Pizarro had
Atahualpa strangled. Pizarro went on to
conquer the Inca Empire, though he was
later murdered by rival Spaniards.

▼ machu picchu

Built in honor of the gods in the 15th century, Machu
Picchu sits on a high ridge in the Andes 7,970 ft
(2,430 m) above sea level. Situated between the
peaks of two mountains, it contained farming
terraces and hundreds of stone buildings. To the
Inca, mountains were seen as powerful gods who
were the source of storms and life-giving rain.

inca

building made from Stone blockS

Mountains surround the
Inca city of Machu Picchu
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the most fertile region of North America is the Mississippi
valley of the eastern woodlands. From about 1000 bce, people
here hunted animals and farmed the land. They are known
as the mound builders because their settlements featured
great piles of earth. The first were the Adena, a hunting
and farming people. From 200 bce, a wide trading network
developed called the Hopewell tradition, with goods carried
along the Mississippi and Ohio rivers. Almost 1,000 years later,
farming had improved, with new varieties of corn and beans
arriving from Mesoamerica. This led to a rise in population
and the building of the first true towns in North America.
It also led to competition for resources, which caused wars.

O C E A N
Turtle Mound
Safety Harbour

Gulf of Mexico

this

Map shows

Mound
contained
multiple
burials
grave

creek mound

▲ adena culture

The first mound builders were the Adena people of
the Ohio River valley, dating from 1000 bce to 100 ce.
They hunted deer, elk, and other animals and grew
pumpkin, squash, and sunflowers. They built large
conical burial mounds including one at Grave Creek,
which stands 62 ft (19 m) in height. New log-lined
tombs and soil were periodically added to the mound.

hopewell

Smoking pipe
decorated with a carved toad
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Key Marco

the settlements of the Mississippi valley’s ancient peoples.

◀ hopewell tradition

From about 200 bce to 450 ce, a great trading network
was created, stretching from the Gulf of Mexico to
the Great Lakes. It is called the Hopewell “tradition”
because many different peoples took part. Goods
traded included obsidian, shells, sharks’ teeth, and
copper used to make jewelry, and animal and bird
sculptures. Like the Adena culture, people throughout
the region came to bury their dead in mounds.

mound builders
▼ mississippi life

The first towns of the Mississippi valley were built in
about 700 CE and included flat-topped mounds. The
people were farmers, growing beans and new types
of corn imported from Mesoamerica. Farmers could
now grow two crops a year and support larger
populations. The Mississippi culture spread across
a vast area. Similar artifacts, like this copper portrait,
have been found throughout the region.

antlers were
made of red
cedar wood

◀ grave mounds

Many mounds served as tombs, where important
people were buried with offerings. Craig Mound
in Spiro, dating from 1400 CE, had a burial chamber
covered with human bones and baskets filled with
grave goods including ornaments made of copper
and shell. Among the offerings was this mask
with deer antlers.
shell was used for the
eyes and teeth

did you know?
▸ The Hopewell tradition was named after a mound
of earth on the land belonging to a 19th-century
farmer named Mordecai Hopewell. Similarly, the
Adena culture was named after the Adena estate
where another mound was excavated. We do not
know what names these peoples called themselves
or what languages they spoke.
▼ cahokia

copper

portrait from a miSSiSSippi mound

The great town of Cahokia was founded where the
Mississippi, Missouri, and Illinois rivers meet. It was
home to 10,000 people and more than 100 mounds
built from about 900 to 1500 ce. The biggest is
Monk’s Mound (shown below), with a height of
100 ft (30 m) and a base bigger than the largest
Egyptian pyramid.

▲ warfare

As populations grew, there was greater competition
over land and this led to war. People built timber
stockades to defend their towns. Mound builders also
made pots shaped like human heads with closed eyes,
suggesting that they were dead. These may represent
the heads of enemies. The lines on this portrait pot
may represent tattoos, paint, or decorative scarring.

Mound once had a wooden
building on top that may
have been the chief’s home
or a council chamber
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Pueblo Farmers
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the north AmericAn southwest is drier and less fertile
than the Mississippi region. Even so, people settled
and found ways to farm. Their villages, built of stone
or adobe (clay and straw), are called pueblos,
meaning “towns” in Spanish. Three main groups
lived in different regions. The earliest people
were the Hohokam, who lived in the deserts of
the southwest from the 4th century bce to the
15th century ce. The Anasazi lived in the northern desert
from the 8th to the 14th centuries ce, while the southern
forested highlands were home to the Mogollon people from
the 4th century bce to the 15th century ce. All were skilled
craftworkers, making and trading pottery and ornaments.
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the pueblo FarMers’ territory covered much of
present-day Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico.

hohokam ▶
The Hohokam people were resourceful
farmers. They diverted water from the rivers
to irrigate the desert. They built dams
of wood, sending the water through
canals to their villages. Sticks, stone
axes, and hoes were used to dig the
canals up to 10 ft (3 m) deep, and
soil was carried away in wicker
baskets. By 800 ce, they had the
largest ancient irrigation system
in North America.

hohokam

people growing corn beSide a canal

◀ crafts and trade

The Hohokam people made beautiful pottery
and etched decorations on seashells, brought
from the Pacific coast and Gulf of California
through trade. The decorated seashells and
pots were then traded for goods from other
regions such as copper bells and pyrite
mirrors from Mesoamerica.

shell pendant
etched with a pattern
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p u e b l o fa r m e r s

ball court was
98 ft (30 m) in length

▼ anasazi

The Anasazi lived in a dry region with occasional heavy
rain in summer, causing flash floods. They built walls
to contain and channel the flood water into fields. This
is called flood-water farming. The Anasazi lived in large
yet compact villages. Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon
had a network of rooms and underground chambers.

ruinS

of the ballcourt at wupatki

▲ ball courts

Like Mesoamericans, Hohokam people also built
ball courts where they played a game with rubber balls
imported from Mexico. Hohokam ball courts were located
on routes between villages and provided a meeting place
for big gatherings. The largest court could seat 500 people.

pueblo
round sunken rooM,
called kiva, may have been
used for ceremonies

ruinS

of cliff palace, the largeSt cliff
dwelling in north america

bonito

did you know?
▸ The Anasazi civilization ended in about 1300 ce. The
cause was a mystery until scientists studied tree rings
from timber found in Anasazi houses. These showed
that there was a very long drought with almost no
rain at all between 1276 and 1299 ce. This was a
disaster for a farming system based on rain.

◀ cliff houses

In about 1200 ce, the Anasazi left their villages at
the foot of Chaco Canyon and moved to settlements
high up on cliff faces. They moved here for defensive
reasons and to take advantage of the greater rainfall.
They climbed up the cliffs using holes cut in the rock.

mogollon
painting of a bat
▲ mogollon

Like the Anasazi, the Mogollon were farming people
who used rainwater and flash floods to grow crops.
They are best known for their art—images of dancing
people, animals, and spirit beings, which they
painted on bowls or chiseled on rocks.
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by 50,000 bce, even before people had entered
Europe, others had crossed Asia and found their
way to a new land, Australia. This was during the
Ice Age, when low sea levels meant that Australia
and Asia were closer together. Even so, the
journey involved a sea crossing of more than 56
miles (90 km). In Australia, people had to adapt to
the harsh desert and semidesert surroundings.
Living in small groups, the men hunted animals
and the women collected seeds and roots. They believed
in ancestral spirit beings who lived in a sacred “dreamtime”
and held ceremonies in their honor. when the British
settled Australia in the 18th century, they called the local
people Aborigines, which is from Latin and means
“original inhabitants.”
the red arrows show the routes of the first settlers into Australia,
which was joined on to New Guinea at the time. Borneo and Java were
also joined. Mainland Australia is shown by the blue dotted lines.

landScape

▲ desert life

The main challenge of desert life is finding water
and food because both are often hidden. People
followed animals and birds to water holes, or ants
to water supplies underground. They often had to
dig with sticks to get to the water. Digging sticks
were also used to collect edible roots and get
animals out from their burrows.

boomerang

▲ hunting

Men hunted many creatures including kangaroos, birds, and
lizards. Their weapons were wooden rather than stone-bladed
and included spears with fire-hardened tips. To make their
spears travel farther, the men used a slinglike wooden device
called a spear thrower. Its effect was to lengthen the throwing
arm. They also used throwing sticks called boomerangs,
which could kill small animals.
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australian aborigines
◀ finding food

Aborigines had to know how and when to find food. Many of their plant foods
were only available at certain times of the year, and they often needed special
preparation to make them edible. The knowledge was passed on by elders to the
young. They learned that digging up the roots of gum trees could reveal witchetty
grubs (the larvae of moths), which provide a good source of fat and protein.

witchetty

grub

▼ dreamtime

Aborigines believed that their ancestors shared the world with spirit beings,
who lived in what is known as the “dreamtime.” At the beginning of time, these
spirit beings created the landscape and all life. Aborigines believed that
the spirits and the ancestors could still be contacted. They painted pictures
of the spirit beings on rocks, using ocher (earthy pigment) and clay. To the
Aborigines, these paintings are sacred.

rock

painting of a Spirit being

didgeridoo
▲ songlines

The spirit beings who created the landscape were
thought to have crossed it following known routes
called “songlines,” or dreaming tracks. Aborigines
continued to sing the songs that they believed
the spirit beings sang while traveling. During
ceremonies, they performed dances, sang songs, and
played musical instruments such as the didgeridoo.

did you know?
▸ At certain times of the year, it was easy
to find large amounts of food in Australia.
November saw the annual migration of the
Bogong moth. Aborigines gathered in great
numbers to feast on the moths, which were
rich in fat.

kangaroo teeth were
used to make this necklace
▲ dress

Aborigines wore few clothes other than loincloths.
Bark, grasses, and human hair were all used to make
different textiles. For ceremonies, they decorated
their bodies by painting themselves with white clay,
yellow and red ocher, and charcoal. Both men and
women wore jewelry, including necklaces made from
shells and the teeth of kangaroos and wallabies.
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Pacific Voyagers
the pAcific is divided into three groups of islands. To the west
lie Micronesia and Melanesia. The eastern group is Polynesia,
a vast triangle of the Pacific Ocean, covering 10,000,000 sq
miles (25,000,000 sq km). The Polynesians were the greatest
navigators in history. while European ships rarely spent more
than a day or two out of sight of land, the Polynesians were
making sea voyages of up to 3,000 miles (4,800 km). Their
expeditions were deliberately planned to find new homelands,
and their canoes were laden with all the plants, animals, and
weapons they would need. By 1100 ce, when they had settled
all their islands, the Polynesians were the most widely
scattered people on Earth.

boats ▼
Polynesian voyages were made in large
sailing canoes with twin hulls of equal
length tied side by side. Planks were tied
together to make hulls and leaf fibers
were woven into sails. A double canoe
was about 100 ft (30 m) in length and
could carry 50 passengers, as well as
animals and plants.
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this Map shows Polynesia, a triangle formed by New Zealand, Hawaii,
and Easter Island, together with the routes taken by Pacific settlers.

◀ navigation

Polynesians worked out their position
by the rising and setting of stars, the
movement of the Sun, and the direction
of the wind and ocean swells. They could
detect distant islands by the flight of
birds, cloud formations, driftwood, and
the changing color of the sea. They
may have made stick maps showing
the islands and swells.

Stick chart from the
marShall iSlandS of microneSia
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pa c i f i c v o ya g e r s
breadFruit was cooked
whole in an open fire

animal travelers ▶
Polynesians took pigs, dogs, chickens, and rats on
their voyages. These were successfully introduced
everywhere except New Zealand, which had
only dogs, and Easter Island, where there
were only chickens. The dogs were fed
on vegetables and used for
meat. The pigs were good
animals to take on voyages
because they could be fed
on human waste.

pigs were the most
prized meat source

▲ horticulture

◀ new zealand

Polynesians were horticulturalists, growing plants
that had to be individually cared for. Their main
crops were breadfruit, bananas, taro, yams, sweet
potatoes, and plantains. They carried all these
plants on their canoes as small seedlings. The
crops did well in the warm tropics, but only the
sweet potato survived in the cooler southern
lands of Easter Island and New Zealand.

The last part of Polynesia was settled in about 1100 ce.
New Zealand or Aotearoa (meaning “Land of the Long
white Cloud”) was larger than the rest of the Polynesian
islands put together. Although their pigs and chickens did
not survive the journey, the Polynesians found many large
flightless birds, such as the moa, that were easy to hunt.
The settlers, known as Maori, were expert wood carvers.
maori

wood carving

warfare ▶
Throughout Polynesia, warfare was common.
Motives for fighting included the pressure caused
by overpopulation as well as long-lasting feuds.
It was probably partly to escape the pressure of
rising populations that Polynesians set off on their
voyages. Prisoners were often sacrificed and eaten.
In the Marquesas Islands, human flesh was a prized
food called long pig.
polyneSian

war club

did you know?
▸ The coming of the Maori had a devastating
impact on the New Zealand wildlife. By the
1300s ce, all ten species of moa and many
other types of bird had been wiped out. This
was caused by hunting, forest clearance, and
the arrival of rats, which ate the birds’ eggs.
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pAcific peoples creAted different types of society. In Melanesia,
people lived in small tribes ruled by “big men” whose power
came from their reputation for wisdom.
Polynesians lived in larger groups, ruled
by chiefs, whose power was religious and
inherited from distant ancestors. Chiefs
had great power, receiving tribute and
labor from ordinary people. They
displayed their rank with tattoos and
feathered collars and wore beautifully
carved jade ornaments. On Easter Island,
people set up massive statues of their chiefs
and ancestors. To the west of Polynesia lies Pohnpei in
Micronesia, where powerful kings ruled from about
500 to 1450 ce from their capital, Nan Madol.

Aotearoa
(New Zealand)

◀ chiefs

The Polynesian chiefs were thought to have
supernatural power, called mana, inherited from
their ancestors. To protect this power, there was
a range of prohibitions called taboos. In Hawaii,
it was taboo to touch the clothes or shadows of
chiefs. In Tahiti, people could not say a chief’s
name. Even chiefs had to obey taboos.

the paciFic is divided into three large regions: Polynesia in the east,
and Melanesia and Micronesia in the west.
▼ tattoos

The Polynesians used tattoos as a display
of rank. The more elaborately a man was
tattooed, the greater his prestige and
power. Using small bone chisels,
Polynesians made cuts on their skin
and rubbed soot into the wounds. In
New Zealand, tattooed heads of dead
chiefs were preserved as prized
possessions by their families.

did you know?
feather

collar
worn by a tahitian chief

▸ Easter Island people used log rollers to transport
their massive statues from the quarries. In the
process, they completely stripped Easter Island
of its trees.

◀ art

Although the Polynesians did not use pottery
or metals, they were highly skilled in making
works of art from stone, wood, shell, bone,
and vegetable fibers. In New Zealand,
Maori carved greenstone pendants
called hei tiki and wore them around
their necks. These were believed
to possess magical powers that
increased as they were passed on
from generation to generation.

statues are
now almost
all half-buried
or toppled

greenStone
pendant

maori carving of a
tattooed anceStor figure

minim

easter island statues ▶
In eastern Polynesia, people built religious structures
with paved courts and platforms. On Easter Island, the
platforms were the bases for 887 statues of chiefs and
ancestors, set up between 1250 and 1500 ce. The statues
originally had eyes made from coral and obsidian and a
red stone topknot.
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QuiS

1

3

2

NAN MADOL
Off the eastern shore of Pohnpei lies
Nan Madol. Consisting of 92 artificial
islets, it was divided into two areas.
This is Madol Pah, to the southwest,
where kings lived and performed
public ceremonies. To the northeast,
there was the royal burial area called
Madol Powe.
1

Ceremonies took place in the temple.

2

The children were taught by their
elders, listening to stories that were
passed down through the ages.

3

The dwellings were made of timber
and had tall thatched roofs.
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Glossary
aborigine

city-state

hinduisM

A small state based on a city that ruled the
surrounding countryside.

The ancient religion of India. It is based on the
worship of many gods and a belief that, after
death, we are reborn in new bodies.

A name used by British settlers in Australia
to refer to the local people. From Latin, it
means “original inhabitant.”

civilization
A society in an advanced state of development.

horticulture

aMphitheater

colonies

A large oval building for public shows built
by the Romans.

Settlements made by people who had left their
homeland in search of new places to live.

The care of individual plants. This is in contrast
to farming where large numbers of plants are
grown together in fields.

ancient

conQuistador

Belonging to the distant past.

A name given to a Spanish conqueror of
the Americas.

ice

archeologist
Someone who studies the past by looking for
the remains of buildings and other artifacts,
often by digging them up.

age

Cold periods in Earth’s history are called Ice Ages.
There have been four major Ice Ages in the past.

incense
culture
A particular society at a particular time and place.

Sweet-smelling resin from trees including
frankincense and myrrh. Incense was burned as
offerings to gods and used in perfumes.

cuneiForM
artiFact
Any object made or used by people in the
past. Archeologists study artifacts, such
as stone tools, to find out how ancient
people lived.

writing system of ancient Mesopotamia (Iraq).
The name means “wedge shaped.”

dreaMtiMe

The control of water for the purpose of farming.
An example is the digging of a canal to take
water from a river to a field.

In Australian Aboriginal thought this was the time
of the creation of the world by spirit beings.

linear

dynasty

writing system invented by the Minoan people
of Crete. It has not been deciphered.

astronoMer
Someone who studies the movements of the
planets, stars, and other heavenly bodies.

irrigation

a

A family line of rulers.

linear
bce

edict

A method of dating. The abbreviation stands
for “Before the Common Era,” which covers
the period of history before Jesus Christ was
believed to have been born.

An official command or law proclamation
issued by a ruler.

b

writing system, based on Linear A, used by the
Mycenaean people of Greece to write Greek.

Maya
eMpire
A large area with different peoples under the
rule of a single powerful state or people.

The ancient people of eastern Mesoamerica.
The Maya lived in many rival kingdoms and
built tall pyramid temples.

Fertile

Megalith

Able to produce new life. Fertile soil is good
for growing crops.

Any huge stone monument is called a megalith.
Megalith means “big stone’’ in Greek.

buddhisM

han

Melanesia

A religion and philosophy based on the
teachings of the Buddha. Buddhism originated
in India and then spread across east Asia.

The Han dynasty ruled China from 206 bce–220 ce.

The islands of the western Pacific to the northeast
of Australia. Melanesia, meaning “black islands,”
comes from the islanders’ skin color.

bronze
Metal made by mixing tin and copper. Bronze
was invented at different times in different
places, beginning in Anatolia (Turkey) in
about 3500 bce.

burial

Mound

An artificial hill of earth or stones built to
cover a grave.

hellenistic

age

Period following the death of Alexander the Great
in 323 bce, when the Greek way of life spread
throughout the lands he had conquered.

MesoaMerica
A region stretching from Mexico in the north down
to Guatemala in the south.

hieroglyphs
ce
A method of dating, which stands for the
“Common Era.” Its first year is 1 ce, which is the
same as Ad 1 in the Christian calendar.

The name of the ancient Egyptian writing system
that used pictures of objects, animals, and people
to stand for words, ideas, and sounds. It means
“sacred signs.”
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MesopotaMia
The area between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers
in what is now Iraq. The name, which is Greek,
means “between the rivers.”

g l o s s a ry

Micronesia

polis

silk

The region of the western Pacific with hundreds
of small islands. The name means “small islands.”

The Greek name for a city-state.

Several trade routes from China to the
Middle East named after the most valuable
product traded, silk.

polynesia
Middle

east

The region of western Asia stretching from
Turkey in the west to Iran in the east. Egypt is
also often included.

The region of the Pacific Ocean stretching from
New Zealand in the southwest to the Hawaiian
islands in the north and Easter Island in the
southeast. Polynesia means “many islands.”

roads

silt
Fine soil carried by water.

slave
Monsoon

porcelain

A strong wind that switches direction at different
seasons of the year.

A type of pottery invented in China. It was
made by heating a special clay, called kaolin,
to high temperatures in a kiln.

neolithic
Meaning “New Stone” Age, when farming was
invented. This period began in the Middle East
between 10,000 and 9000 bce and ended with
the coming of metal tools at different times in
different places.

noMads
People who spend their lives moving from place
to place, seeking pasture for herds of grazing
animals. The name comes from a Greek term
meaning “to pasture.”

Someone who is owned as property by another
person. Slaves might be captured in war or
born from slave parents.

stele
priest
Someone whose role is to perform
religious ceremonies.

An upright carved stone monument. Steles
have been set up by rulers to honor the gods,
to list laws, or to mark a tomb.

pyraMid

steppe

A large monument with a square or rectangular
base and four triangular sides. Pyramids served
as tombs in ancient Egypt and as both temples
and tombs in Mesoamerica.

A flat, grassy, and treeless plain.

stupa

Qin

A dome-shaped Buddhist monument. Stupas
were built to hold relics such as the bones or
belongings of the Buddha and other holy men.

oasis

The first dynasty to rule all China, lasting from
221–207 bce.

tang

A fertile area in a desert where there is water,
allowing plants to grow.

republic

The Tang dynasty ruled China from 618–907 ce.
A state ruled by elected officials rather than a king.

tattoos

An Egyptian water reed that grows on the Nile.
It was used to make paper, a word that comes
from papyrus.

sacriFice

Pictures made on human skin by rubbing soot
or other pigments into cuts.

A gift to a god. Sacrifices included animals and
people, killed as offerings to gods.

tradition

passage

scribe

papyrus

grave

A Neolithic tomb with a long stone lined passage
leading to a burial chamber.

phalanx
A military formation in which warriors march
together in closely packed ranks with shields and
spears. Phalanxes were used by the Greeks
and the Macedonians.

pharaoh
The title of a king of ancient Egypt. It comes from
“per-aa,” meaning “great house” and originally
referred to the palace of the king.

A person who writes or keeps records.

Beliefs or behavior passed on by people.
Traditions can be passed on from one
generation to another, or from people to people.

sea

tree

peoples

A group of peoples who invaded many lands
around the eastern Mediterranean in the
12th century bce.

ring dating

Method of dating wood by the distinctive
pattern of the annual growth rings of trees.
These also help us learn about the climate
in the past.

shaManisM
A religion in which experts called shamans
contact spirits.

tribute
wealth offered to powerful rulers by people
they rule or have defeated in battle.

shinto
wet

The ancient religion of Japan. It is based on the
worship of spirits called kami.

A method of growing rice in flooded fields.

shrine

ziggurat

A place where holy objects, such as statues of
gods, are kept and worshiped.

A stepped mud-brick temple found
in Mesopotamia.

rice FarMing

philosophy
The word philosophy comes from Greek and means
“love of wisdom.” Philosophers try to answer big
questions such as what is the right way to live?
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